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Executive Summary
The primary objective of this project was to model the natural range of variation (NROV) of stand
structural classes within the Invermere TSA.  Stand structural classes are a stand-level, classification
system based on the size, crown closure and number of  layers in the stand.  

We developed Landscape Fire and Stand Structure simulator (LFASS), a simulation program which models
fire disturbances and the dynamics of multi-layered stands under a set of historic natural fire regimes
(HNFR).  Stand structure classes were modeled for several centuries to provide estimates of the natural
range of variation (NROV; mean, min, max) of stand structural classes.

The LFASS model output was summarized to stand structure look up tables, which were linked to the
harvest schedule output from a previous project.  This allowed a comparison between the trends in stand
structural classes under current management to the NROV estimates.  The results indicate that current
landscape conditions are much different than the they were during historic natural fire regimes.  

Modeling methodology developed under one set of fire regimes, and more specifically the assumptions that
are inherent in the procedures, may be quite inappropriate under different fire regimes.  As an example, the
structural element curves that were developed from empirical data and assumptions about current fire
regimes must be re-worked if they are to be used to model landscapes with very short fire return intervals,
such as those in the historic natural fire regimes.

Recommendations are provided for 
• improvements in the stand structure clasification, 
• improvements in the modeling methodology and 
• possible future modeling effort.
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Introduction
The overall goal of Tembec and Canfor-Radium’s Sustainable Forest Management Plans (SFMP) is to
develop and implement a set of social, ecological, and economic criteria and indicators for sustainable
forest management.  The intent is to collaborate together and with the local government agencies to develop
a workable, scientifically defensible, and cost-effective set of indicators for the East Kootenay Region.
Stand structure and habitat supply modelling are critical components of the ecological criteria which
Tembec and Canfor-Radium are using in their SFMPs.

Important structural elements for wildlife and biodiversity in forested landscapes have been identified, and
include dead and dying trees (snags), down wood, shrubs, and deciduous trees (Bunnell et al. 1999).  A
stand structure classification system has also been developed for Tembec (Przeczek et al. 2003, Wilson et
al. 2004), based on the system developed for the Columbia Basin in Oregon and Washington (Johnson and
O’Neill 2001). This system uses three structural features of stands (canopy closure class, number of canopy
layers, and tree diameter) as the basis for classifying stands into different structure classes.

Structure classes provide detailed information about the structural state (i.e., how big are the trees, is the
forest canopy open or closed, does the stand have a single canopy layer or multiple canopy layers?) of a
stand at a certain age following a disturbance (defined either by a natural event such as fire, or by a
managed event such as harvesting). The trajectory of a particular stand through different stand structure
classes will depend on the stand type, disturbance type, site productivity, and how the stand is treated (e.g.,
wildlife tree patches, brushing, commercial thinning). These variables are captured in different “analysis
units” of a timber supply analysis.

Stand structure classes are an important predictor of biodiversity values. Wildlife species are associated
with habitat elements that vary in abundance in stands of different structure classes (see Johnson and
O’Neill 2001 for examples). For example, large snags and the species dependent on them are not expected
to be abundant in structure classes dominated by small trees, closed canopies and single canopy layers, but
are expected to be more abundant in structure classes dominated by large trees with multiple canopy layers.

Definitions
For clarity, we define the terms used in this project as below. 

a) inventory class - (or Inventory classification, Inventory database) this is any of the many classifications
of attributes within the forest cover database.  Common examples are the age class and height class on the
forest cover maps.  These classes were developed, circa 1960's, by the Inventory Branch of the British
Columbia Forest Service.  
The forest cover data is the primary source of attributes from which we derive, or proposed to derive, TSR
analysis units, stand type, and stand structure classes.  Inventory classes are commonly used in
communications by foresters and biologists in British Columbia. 

b) analysis unit - this is a timber supply review (TSR) classification based on species, site class and
silviculture system. It is the core of predicting stand diameter and volume in the TSR analysis process.

c) stand type - this is a stand classification derived at a workshop by J. Prczecek and the Tembec and
Canfor silviculture planners (Prczecek et al. 2003, Davis, 2003.) It is based on criteria that relate to variable
retention within managed stands. Classification criteria are dbh class, crown closure class, number of
layers, short- and long-term retention of the overstory, and resource emphasis area (REA). There are 34
stand type classes.

d) stand structure class - this is a classification of stands into 25 classes which was largely completed by
Prczecek et al (2003).  The classification is based on the system developed for the Columbia Basin in
Oregon and Washington (Johnson and O’Neill 2001) with modification of the dbh classes and crown
closure classes to fit East Kootenay ecosystems. The 25 classes are an upper, pragmatic limit to
communicating stand structure between foresters, biologists, managers and the public.
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e) structural element -  These are the more important features of stands for biodiversity, as proposed by
Bunnell et al. (1999).  They are dead and dying trees (snags), down wood, shrubs, deciduous trees, and
large live trees. 

f) structural element curve - a curve (or table) estimating a specific structural element based on stand age
and either the analysis unit or the BEC variant. Snag and CWD curves are based on analysis units and stand
age in the more detailed, east kootenay tables. Hardwood and shrub curves are more general and are based
on stand age and BEC variants.  The latter were developed in the west kootenay and extrapolated to the
BEC types in the east kootenay.

Structural element curves provide a link to the timber supply modeling, which can then be used to predict
the supply of structural elements given different management scenarios.

g) stand structure look up table - a table that links the analysis unit and age class, in the case of natural
stands, or the stand type and age class in the case of managed stands, to the expected proportion of each of
the 25 stand structure classes.

h) species response curve -  curves (or tables) relating habitat to its value for specific species or groups of
species.  These curves do not yet exist, and are being developed through the East Kootenay Species
Accounting Project (Bunnell 2003).  They are expected to link the estimates of structural elements, or more
generally the stand structure classes to the value of habitat for animal species.  Their final form will depend
upon the availability of data and its statistical validity. 

Previous Achievements
In the 2003/04 Stand Structure and Habitat Modelling project (Davis and Wilson, 2004), many
achievements were realized:

1. The initial stand structure classes for the East Kootenay (Przeczek et al. 2003, based on those
for the Columbia Basin from Johnson and O’Neill 2001), were refined for managed stands, by
developing stand types, which were based on current harvesting practices and estimates of the
variable retention. This system tracks the overstory and understory of stands separately, enables
stands to be tracked through multiple entries, and allows a link to the timber supply analysis
modeling. 

2. Look-up tables were developed to link the timber supply review (TSR 3) analysis units to
structural elements, including snags, down wood, shrubs, and the deciduous component of
coniferous stands (Wilson et al. 2004). The look-up tables for snags and down wood were based
on local East Kootenay data, while the tables for shrubs and the deciduous component were based
on West Kootenay data. 

3. Through the spatial analysis for the region (HLPO Spatial Project, Davis and Wilson 2004), the
abundance of structural elements was predicted for the planning horizon for both the Invermere
and Cranbrook TSA’s, for several management scenarios.

4. Based on the modified stand structure classification, the amount of within-block retention was
projected over the next 250 years for the spatial projects Base Case management scenario, for each
of the TSA’s (Davis, 2004)

Not only was this project a successful proof of concept, it represented a significant improvements over
previous habitat modelling attempts. First, the Crown Forest Land Base (CFLB) was modelled, not just the
Timber Harvesting Land Base (THLB). Second, the snag and down wood models were based on local data,
and represent the most accurate attempt at modelling these structural elements in the East Kootenies to
date.
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However, there were still several limitations :
• The stand structure classes themselves were not modelled.
• Amounts of snags and down wood were not accounted for in existing, managed stands. 
• Deciduous leading/component stands and other areas netted out of the timber supply analysis were not

modelled. 
• The snag model assumed age-dependent disturbance, which likely overestimated the amount of snags

in natural stands. 
• The look-up tables for shrubs and deciduous trees were based on BEC data from the West Kootenay,

and made a number of simplifying assumptions that might not apply to the East Kootenay, 
• Look-up tables to map the more detailed analysis unit classes to the  more general structural classes

were not developed.
• An estimate of the range of natural variability, which could serve as a baseline to assess trends in

abundance of structural classes and elements, was not included.

Thus, the overall goal of this project is to address some of these limitations, and to develop the
relationships necessary to accurately predict stand structure classes and structural elements over the
planning horizon for the Invermere TSA. 

Objectives
The specific objectives of this project are to:
• Develop look-up tables that relate analysis unit and stand age to a stand's structural class (i.e., tree dbh,

open or closed canopy, single or multiple canopy layers) for the complete spectrum of natural and
managed stands.  All stands on the CFLB in the TSA can then be mapped into stand structure classes,
including the deciduous-leading stands.

• Link these tables to the 2003/04 spatial timber supply outputs and project the distribution and
abundance of the stand structure classes over a whole planning horizon.

• Modify the stand structural elements curves for snags, and down wood, and then re-project the supply
of these elements over a whole planning horizon. 

• Develop and run a natural disturbance model to explore the range of natural variability in the
abundance of each structural class, and structural element.

Study Area
The Invermere timber supply area is situated in the southeastern interior of the province and covers
approximately 1.3 million hectares. The timber supply area boundaries coincide with those of the old
Invermere Forest District, and joins the Alberta border to the east, the Cranbrook timber supply area to the
south, the Kootenay Lake timber supply area in the west, and the Golden timber supply area to the north.

The topography is varied and includes two rugged mountain ranges, the Rocky Mountains and the Purcell
Mountains.  These two mountain ranges are separated by a broad, flat valley known as the Rocky Mountain
Trench through which the Kootenay River flows south and the Columbia River flows north. Tree Farm
Licence 14 is located within the Invermere Forest District and is excluded from this project.  (Govt. of BC,
2000)

The LFASS model

Overall model design and structure

We developed a landscape fire succession model called Landscape Fire And Stand Structure simulator
(LFASS).  The major compartments of the LFASS model are a fire generator , which produces fires of
variable size and locations, a fire regime component, which controls the total area of fire burned over the
simulation run, as well as the proportion of area assigned to each of three burn severity classes, a stand
dynamics component, which simulates each stand's regeneration, growth, and mortality, and a reporting
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component, which either summarized the status of the model while it was running, or saved the model
status at points during a model run.

LFASS is a FOXPRO program that works with a dBASE-format database.  The LFASS stand data can be
linked on a 1 record to 1 polygon basis to a map of the crown forest landbase (CFLB) of the Invermere
TSA. Each record or polygon represents a more-or-less homogenous portion of the forest in terms of
species, site index, and forest management zonation.  The polygon map and an associated large resultant
GIS database were developed in 2003/04 for the Higher Level Plan Order (HLPO) Spatial Analysis Project
- an environmental trends and timber supply modeling project for the same area (Davis et al, 2004).  

LFASS stores, for each of its polygons, a set of stand attributes such as the analysis unit (Table 1) and stand
type (Table 9), occupied and non-occupied portions of the stand's growing space, a regen delay, the number
of cohorts in the stand and, when the reporting module is invoked, several classifications of the stand and
cohort data, such as the Inventory age class (Table 5) and stand structure class (Table 6 to Table 8).

Each stand may have several layers, or cohorts.  The LFASS database tracks, for each cohort within each
stand, attributes such as cohort age, time-since-disturbance, cohort stocking, and mortality (due to fires or
senescence).  

Table 1 TSR3 natural stand analysis units (Forsite, 2004)

Analysis Unit Number / Description Minimum Harvest Age
101  FdPy Py NDT4 Partial cut 130
102  FdPy Py NDT4 Partial cut - PFT 150
103  Fd Others - poor 160
104  Fd Others - mod 105
105  Fd Others - high 90
106  SB - Poor 125
107  SB - mod 90
108  SB - high 75
109  CH - all sites 80
110  Pl - poor - grnd based 100
111  Pl - mod - grnd based 80
112  Pl - high - grnd based 70
113  Pl - PFT - grnd based 100
114  Pl - poor - cable 170
115  Pl - mod - cable 130
116  Pl - high - cable 110
117  Lw - poor 135
118  Lw - mod 115
119  Lw - high 100
150  FMER=OR - Log to no volume 120
151  FMER=OF - Partial cut regime 110
152  FMER=OR (PFT-type 150) ume 120
153  FMER=OF (PFT-type 151) Partial cut 110

An LFASS model run is for any user-defined number of years.  The model uses one year time steps, and
during a run the model's status from the end of one year is passed to the next year.  At the end of the run a
number of data tables may be saved.  These can be used as the starting point for other runs.  Long time
periods may be simulated by either modeling one long run from start to end, or by chaining multiple,
shorter runs end-to-end. 

A model run of 250 years, when implemented as a series of five, 50-year runs, takes almost 24 hours to
complete, depending upon the size of the landbase and the number of reports requested during that run.  We
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tested model runs with different number of years, and eventually settled on chaining together smaller runs
of 50 years each.  This allowed us to stop the model if it was taking longer than expected to finish.  Later,
we continued on by picking up at the end of the last completed 50-year segment.

The model simulates the spatial extent of fires by drawing fires either a) at random, or from desired size
fire classes, out of a library of fires that is created before the LFASS model starts, or b) by selecting
individual polygons at random.  Each "fire" is a list of polygons that comprise that fire.  LFASS simulates
fire regimes by choosing the desired total area of fires, size class profile of fires, and burn severity profile
for each fire regime.  The model applies those fires to the landscape and simulates the stand dynamics
within each polygon and, of special interest to us, the layers within each stand which determine the stand's
structure class.

Fire regimes
The definitions of "fire regime" found in the literature vary considerably.  Brown's (1995) definition of fire
regimes (as presented in Arno et al, 2000) best described the concepts we used to model fires.

The [fire regime] classification is based on fire severity, namely what happens to the dominant
vegetation-in this case, trees. If most of the overstory trees die in most fires, that area is said to be
characterized by a 'stand-replacement fire regime.' Conversely, if most trees survive most fires, it
is called a 'nonlethal fire regime.' If severity is a mixture of the above-for example, frequent
nonlethal fires and infrequent stand replacement fires-it is a 'variable fire regime' (Arno and
others 1995; Brown 1995). If severity is generally intermediate - many trees dying and many
surviving - it is a mixed-severity fire regime. Variable and mixed-severity fire regimes probably
intergrade and may be difficult to differentiate based on available evidence; thus, for this
discussion, we will lump both into 'mixed-severity fire regimes.' Fire frequency is often inversely
related to fire severity. Nonlethal fire regimes generally have frequent fires (commonly at
intervals of 5 to 30 years), and standreplacement regimes have infrequent fires (intervals of 100 to
400 years in the northern Rocky Mountains), while mixedseverity fire regimes have fires at
intermediate frequencies, with average intervals ranging from about 30 to 100 years. Fire sizes
and burning patterns are additional components of fire regimes not dealt with directly in the
classification (Brown 1995) (as presented in Arno et al, 2000)

LFASS models each fire regime as a "zone". Each polygon was assigned to one zone.  A landscape may be
comprised of multiple zones, all modeled at the same time.  Each LFASS fire regime (zone) is
characterized by a co-dependent set of parameters: 1) a fire return interval (FRI), 2) the proportion of high,
moderate and low severity burns, and 3) the stand mortality associated with high, moderate and low
severity burns.  We limited ourselves to three burn severity classes after reviewing the literature and
concluding that there wasn't enough information available to support the use of more than three classes.  

We used the Historic Natural Fire Regimes (HNFR) developed by Gray et al. (2003) as our zones.  B. Gray
(2004) provided a GIS-type map of the zones for the Invermere TSA, as well as estimates of the parameter
sets for his HNFR's (Table 2). 
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Table 2 Historic Natural Fire Regimes - FRI and burn proportions (Gray, 2004)

# Description FRI Proportion
Burned/year

Proportion
severe

Proportion
moderate

Proportion
low

FRI
(severe
only)

1 0-35 yr frequency,
low severity

10 0.10 0.05 0.10 0.85 0.005

2 0-35 yr frequency,
mixed severity

10 0.10 0.20 0.20 0.60 0.02

3 0-35 yr frequency,
stand replacement

10 0.10 0.90 0.05 0.05 0.09

4 35-100 yr frequency,
mixed severity

50 0.02 0.25 0.50 0.25 0.005

5 35-100 yr frequency,
stand replacement

80 0.0125 0.90 0.05 0.05 0.0113

6 100-200 yr
frequency, mixed
severity

130 0.007692 0.25 0.50 0.25 0.0019

7 200+ yr frequency,
stand replacement

200 0.005 0.90 0.05 0.05 0.0045

8 Little or no fire (n/a) (n/a) (n/a) (n/a) (n/a) (n/a)
9 Non-forested (n/a) (n/a) (n/a) (n/a) (n/a) (n/a)

Table 3 Area within HNFR zones.

Zone
HNFR

NHLB
(ha)

THLB
(ha)

Total
(ha)

NHLB
(%)

THLB
(%)

1 15,711 40,365 56,076 28 72
2 42,722 93,631 136,352 31 69
3 219 139 358 61 39
4 100,902 67,315 168,217 60 40
5 116,720 31,037 147,757 79 21
6 1,925 712 2,637 73 27
7 41,951 1,271 43,222 97 3

Table notes:
NHLB = non harvest land base  (forest that will not be logged)
THLB = timber harvest land base (the working forest)
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Modeling of Stand dynamics

Growing space
LFASS tracks a stand's growing space as "stocking".  Each stand has 100 (%) units of potential growing
space.  A stand may be comprised of one or more cohorts.  Each cohort occupies a portion of the stand's
100 units of growing space.  Unallocated growing space is referred to as "vacancy", which may vary from 0
(fully stocked) to 100% (no living tree cohorts).  Cohorts do not overlap nor share growing space.  The sum
of all cohorts' stocking added to the stand vacancy always totals to 100%.  Mortality is represented by a
decrease in a cohort's stocking, and a corresponding increase in the stand's vacancy. 

Cohort regeneration
If a threshold vacancy is surpassed the stand may regenerate another cohort.  New cohorts adopt the parent
stand attributes, such as the species mix and site index.  A cohort's stocking is a maximum at the year in
which it regenerates, and then decreases over time due to mortality.  Hence, the model's "stocking" is not
directly proportional to the cohort's crown closure, density or basal area.  For example, in real life a cohort's
crown closure would be expected to increase over time until the crowns fully closed, then remain fairly
constant until some time when mortality caused gaps to appeared in the canopy.  Eventually the crown
closure would drop to zero when the cohort died.  In contrast, the cohort's stocking in the model will slowly
decline over time as the cohort experiences some mortality, and will reach zero when it dies out
completely.

Cohort growth
We did not model the height, volume, basal area, stem density or other cohort attributes since they were not
directly related to our objective.  We predicted each cohort's mean diameter by using the TSR3 diameter
over age curves (Forsite, 2004). 

Cohort mortality
Cohort mortality is modeled as a decrease in the cohort's stocking level.  Mortality was of two types: a)
natural senescence, and b) fire-induced.  The mortality rate due to senescence is a table interpolation
function that starts at zero and increases with stand age until there is no chance of the cohort surviving past
a maximum age.  The mortality function parameters varied according to the analysis unit (Table 4)

Fire-induced mortality is modeled as a cohort age:mortality curve, with one curve for each fire severity
class.  Mortality decreased as cohort age increased.  As a general statement, mortality is 90% for high
severe burns, 50% for moderate severity burns, and 10% for low severity burns.  The oldest cohorts
experience slightly lower mortality rates, while very young cohorts experience almost 100% mortality
regardless of the burn severity.

Harvest Modeling
Harvesting was not modeled in LFASS.  Rather, we assumed that the whole landbase was comprised of
'natural stands' and LFASS was used to predict what happens on the landbase under the HNFR.   Harvest
modeling was performed last year in the HLPO Spatial Analysis Project (Davis and Wilson, 2004).  That
modeling used the Forest Planning Studio (FPS) harvest schedule generator (Nelson, 2000).  The timber
supply modeling was based on the same landbase and same polygons as our LFASS model. 
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Table 4 Mortality function parameters.

Analysis Unit Species Mix 0.2_AGE 5.0_AGE Max_AGE
101 102 301 FPy 200 300 500
103 104 105 302 Fd Other 200 300 500
106 107 108 303 SB 200 300 500
109 304 CH 200 300 500
110 - 116 305 306 Pl 100 200 300
117 118 119 307 Lw 200 300 500
150 151 152 153 OR OF conversion types 200 300 500
311 312 313 314 At 50 80 100
321 322 323 324 Cot 100 150 200
Notes:

0.2_AGE = Age at which cohort mortality reaches 0.2% per year
5.0_AGE = Age at which cohort mortality reaches 5.0% per year
Max_AGE=Maximum age of cohort

Reporting
LFASS will, at user-defined points during a model run, produce reports or save the model status to data
files for later analysis.   

Stand classification is a special case of "reporting".  The software examines the raw data and based on
some logic assigns it to a class that is subsequently used in the output reports.  This classification is often
hidden in the program code and isn't transparent to the biologists and foresters who may simply read the
output reports, but not examine the program itself.  As quite different impressions may be produced when
different sets of logic are used to assign, for example, age class or stand structure class the logic used in the
more important classes is presented below.

Inventory Age Class
The placement of stands into an appropriate age class is conceptually simple when one considers a single-
layered stand with trees that are largely of one age (Table 5). LFASS' stands often had several cohorts
within them. Usually, there were more older cohorts with a low stocking number, and fewer younger
cohorts with a higher stocking.
Table 5 Inventory Branch Age Classes

Age Class Age Range
1 0-20
2 21-40
3 41-60
4 61-80
5 81-100
6 101-120
7 121-140
8 141-250
9 251+

We examined the crown closure values in multi-layered stands in the forest cover database, and after some
experimenting decided to assign an age (and age class) to each stand by picking the age of the cohort in the
stand where 10% or greater stocking was found in that cohort and all older cohorts combined.  A number of
0% (the oldest cohort) appeared to assign ages that were too high, a number of 15% appeared to be too low.
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Stand Structure Classes
Przeczek et al (2003) developed a stand-level classification system with the objectives that it have broad
application, be relatively simple and cost effective to apply, and incorporate important habitat elements.
The system is still under development.  Not so unexpectedly we found some questions when we tried to
apply the classification key to our data.  

Table 6 Structural stage classes (as per Prczecek et al, 2004)

No Structural class
01 01 GRASS / FORB
02 02 SHRUB-OPEN 
03 03 SHRUB-CLOSED 
04 04 SAPLING-OPEN 
05 05 SAPLING-MODERATE 
06 06 SAPLING-CLOSED 
07 07 SMALL-SINGLE OPEN 
08 08 SMALL-SINGLE MOD 
09 09 SMALL-SINGLE CLOS 
10 10 MEDIUM-SINGL OPEN 
11 11 MEDIUM-SINGLE MOD 
12 12 MEDIUM-SINGL CLOS 
13 13 LARGE SINGLE OPEN 
14 14 LARGE-SINGLE MOD 
15 15 LARGE-SINGLE CLOS 
16 16 SMALL-MULTI  OPEN 
17 17 SMALL-MULTI  MOD 
18 18 SMALL-MULTI  CLOS 
19 19 MEDIUM-MULTI OPEN 
20 20 MEDIUM-MULTI  MOD 
21 21 MEDIUM-MULTI CLOS 
22 22 LARGE MULTI  OPEN 
23 23 LARGE-MULTI  MOD 
24 24 LARGE-MULTI  CLOS 
25 25 GIANT MULTI 

Note: The size classes and cover classes are based, with a few exceptions, on the following tables. 

Table 7 Canopy closure and size class breaks

Name Canopy 
closure (%)

- Name DBH (cm)

None < 1% Shrub/Seedling < 1.3 m in height
Very Open 1-9 Sapling / Pole < 12.5

Open 10-30 Small 12.5 - 27.4
Moderate 31-50 Medium 27.5 - 52.4

Closed 51+ Large 52.5 - 72.5
Giant 72.5 +
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Table 8 Canopy layer classes.

Name Layers
Single    1
Multi-storied 2 or more

After a few discussions with the authors of the classification, we settled on the following method for
assigning stand structure classes:

1) assume stocking is equal to the classification system's "cover" (in the key)
2) assign each cohort a diameter via the TSR3 analysis unit age diameter curves based on that
cohort's age and analysis unit
3) group all cohorts into layers based on their size class and tally all stocking into that layer
4) assign the (root) stand structure class name by picking the oldest layer that meets the minimum
cover requirement, which is usually 10% in the key.  For example, choose "large tree" over "small
tree" if both layers have over 10% stocking.
5) add "open", "moderate" or "closed" qualifiers according to the oldest layer's stocking.
6) add "single" or "multi" qualifiers as appropriate.

Stand Type Classes
Stand types  (Table 9) were developed at a Variable Retention Workshop (Davis, 2003) These classes
divide stands by criteria that are relate to the amount of short and long term retention of the overstory
canopy layer after harvesting.

Reporting on Current Trends in Stand Structure
For natural stands, the LFASS output was translated into tables of stand type and age versus expected
proportion of stand structure classes (Table 10).  We linked these tables to our timber supply modeling
outputs to predict the stand structure classes expected under current management.  "Current management"
was considered to be the Base Case scenario in the HLPO Spatial Analysis Project (Davis and Wilson,
2004).
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Table 9 Variable Retention Stand Types

(A)
Stand Type

Number
Stand Type : Species 

mixes ; in / not in NDT 4

(C)
Short term
retention

(%)

(D)
Long term
retention

(%)

(E)
Tree class
retained

102 Pl-pure 0 0 XX
104 Pl-pure 0 2.5 SP
106 Pl-pure 0 2.5 MT
108 Pl-pure 0 15 MT
110 Pl-pure 0 2.5 LT
112 Pl-pure 0 15 LT
114 Pl-pure 0 2.5 GT
202 Pl with F/L/Py 0 0 XX
204 Pl with F/L/Py 0 4.5 SP
205 Pl with F/L/Py 40 2.5 MT
208 Pl with F/L/Py 0 4.5 MT
210 Pl with F/L/Py 0 20 MT
212 Pl with F/L/Py 0 4.5 LT
214 Pl with F/L/Py 0 4.5 LT
216 Pl with F/L/Py 0 2.5 GT
302 Pl with S/B/C/H 0 0 XX
304 Pl with S/B/C/H 0 4.5 SP
401 For L with Pl 40 4.5 ST
403 For L with Pl 40 4.5 MT
406 For L with Pl 0 7 MT
408 For L with Pl 0 7 LT
502 F/L with any conifers,

not in NDT 4
0 0 XX

504 F/L with any conifers,
 not in NDT 4

0 2.5 LT

602 Within NDT 4: 
F/L with other conifers

0 0 XX

604 Within NDT 4: 
F/L with other conifers

0 7 ST

606 Within NDT 4: 
F/L with other conifers

0 12 ST

608 Within NDT 4: 
F/L with other conifers

0 7 MT

610 Within NDT 4: 
F/L with other conifers

0 12 MT

702 Conifers with decidous 0 3 ST
802 S/B/C/H 0 0 XX
804 S/B/C/H 0 2.5 SP
806 S/B/C/H 0 2.5 MT
902 Deciduous stands 0 0 XX
999 Stands in the non-timber 

harvesting land base
(n/a) (n/a) (n/a)

Notes: (A) = number assigned in the model (not at the workshop)
(C) = initial retention, for an assumed period of 20 years until another stand entry
(D) = retention of overstory over the whole rotation, until regeneration is harvested
(E) XX=none; SP=sapling pole; ST=small tree; MT=medium tree; LT=large tree; GT=giant tree
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Table 10 Analysis unit age structural class table (portion only).

Analysis
Unit

Age
Class

Stand
Structure
Class 01

Stand
Structure
Class 02

Stand
Structure
Class 03

Stand
Structure
Class 04

.....
Stand

Structure
Class 25

101 1 0.435 0.032 0.5194 0.0037
101 2 0.0064 0.1751 0.5567 0.0513
101 3 0 0 0.0014 0
101 4 0 0 0 0
101 5 0 0 0 0
101 6 0 0 0 0
101 7 0 0 0 0
101 8 0 0 0 0
101 9 0 0 0 0

Managed stands presented a special problem.  We did not have LFASS model output since harvesting was
not modeled in LFASS.  And, there was an associated problem of how best to assign polygons to stand
types when a polygon, at the time it was chosen for harvesting by FPS (which was an independent model
working at a different time in a different project) might not actually contain the required amount and size of
trees in the overstory to meet the retention class stated in the variable retention tables.  The procedure we
settled on was:

1) Scroll through the polygon list and, based on the proportion of stands expeced in that type
series, randomly assign each polygon to a stand type with probability equal to the required
proportion. For example, the "F/L within NDT 4" stand type is stand type series "600" (Table 9).
Within that series there are 5 stand types.  Each was assigned a probability of being used
operationally in the field, during the variable retention workshop.  Based on that probability,
randomly assign a stand type number to each polygon.

2) Next, manually edit the stand structure class tables to reflect the expected stand classes that are
stated in the variable retention tables.  For example, if 20% of the canopy was to be retained in
small trees for the short term, then immediately after logging the stand had to revert to a type "07
SMALL-SINGLE OPEN".  Once the regeneration is established, then the stand reverts to a "16
SMALL-MULTI  OPEN" until the next entry, when the overstory might be reduced to 4% by a
second pass.  At that point the stand reverts to a "02 SHRUB-OPEN" (shrub/seedling open)

The result is that when a stand is harvested the reporting software will use the tables to assign the stand
structure class. In effect, the software forces the appropriate retention rate and desired size class onto a
harvested block if the table tells it to do so.

Methods
There are two sections of modeling in this project. The first is the NROV modeling  using LFASS.  The
second section is the modeling of trends in stand structure classes and stand elements over the next 250
years under current management.  Some of the results from the first section are fed into the second.

Modeling the Natural Range of Variation
This modeling was completed using the LFASS model.  The NROV attributes of interest were the
proportions of the stand structure classes, and these estimates are contract deliverables.  When the project
was initiated we were (and still are) interested in the stand structure elements (snags, CWD, etc) although
this was dropped as a deliverable in the final, approved WorkPlan.  
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LFASS model algorithm
The LFASS model uses the following procedure to simulate stochastic fire disturbances and stand
succession across a multi-zone landscape with multiple runs and multiple years within a run:

1. Initialize PROGRAM and assign memory variables, such as: number of runs in this series; number of
years in one run; set flags to start run 1 from a new forest, or utilize a previous forest; set flag to start
each run from year=0 or chain multiple runs end-to-end; set number of zones to model; set Fire Return
Interval for each ZONE; set proportion of high, moderate and low burns for each ZONE; assign curve
values, such as the proportion of mortality according to cohort age and burn severity class

2. For each RUN in a SERIES of runs

3. For each ZONE in this RUN.  Read the polygon table and store total hectares for zones to be modeled.
Calculate amount of burn as the gross fire area for each ZONE area and Fire Return Interval (FRI), as
Gross Fire Area in this RUN in this ZONE =  [1/FRI] x [ZONE area] x [YEARS in RUN].

See Table 11 for an example of burn areas assigned to multi-years and multi-zones.  Create a new burn
table with cells for each ZONE and YEAR.  Fill in the table with a stochastic estimate of the area burned
in that ZONE & YEAR.  Redo the table, and for each ZONE prorate the YEAR values so the total area
burned equals the expected area for the whole run.  

4. For each YEAR in the RUN

5. For each ZONE.  

6. For each POLYGON in this ZONE.  Allocate burns to polygons by either: a) randomly draw polygons to
meet ZONE  hectares for that year; or b) randomly draw individual fires from fire size classes, according
to the desired proportion of sizes.  For each burned polygon, assign the required proportion of high,
moderate and low severity burn based on a ranked list of time-since-fire. 

7. For all COHORTs in all the POLYGONs. Increment cohort age.  If this polygon is burned, assign fire
mortality based on cohort's age. If not burned, assign mortality due to senescence.  Transfer all cohort
mortality to stand vacancy table.  Example vacancy table and regen delays and regenerate new cohorts.

8. If last ZONE go to step 9, else go to step 5. 

9. If reports are due this YEAR within a RUN, do the REPORTS.

10. If last YEAR in the RUN, go to step 11, else return to step 4.

11. If reports are due at the end of a RUN, do the REPORTS.

12. If last RUN in a SERIES, go to step 13, else return to step 2.

13. END

Example burn table for two zones, 1000 hectares each; zone 1 with FRI= 10 years; zone 2 with FRI=20
years; number of years per run = 5.

Expected area burned in
zone 1 = [1/10] x [1000] x [5] = 500 hectares; or an average of 100 ha per year
zone 2 = [1/20] x [1000] x [5] = 250 hectares; or an average of  50 ha per year
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Table 11 Example of a burn table.

YEAR Zone 1
Initial Values

Zone 1
Final Values

Zone 2
Initial Values

Zone 2
Final Values

1 110.0 96.5 50.0 54.3
2 90.0 78.9 70.0 76.1
3 200.0 175.4 20.0 21.7
4 50.0 43.9 80.0 87.0
5 120.0 105.3 10.0 10.9

Total Burn Area 570.0 500.0 230.0 250.0
Target Burn Area 500.0 500.0 250.0 250.0

Table notes: 
"initial" = the stochastically assigned area to be burned; based on the Fire Return Inverval
"final" = prorated burn area to meet fire return interval.  These values are used in the simulation.

We defined natural range of variation (NROV) as the mean, minimum and maximum values of an attribute
(such as stand structure class X) as determined from a number of samples taken during a long modeling
period.  We modeled a 800 year period and divided that into two periods: (Years=1 to 250) and (Years =
300 to 800).  During  years 1 to 250 the model equilibrated from its present state to a "dynamic
equilibrium" associated with HNFRs.  During years 300 to 800 the LFASS model fluctuated around a
dynamic equilibrium.  Fifty samples, one at the end of each decade, were taken during that time period to
provide the NROV sample data.  Structure class reports were generated for each sample point.  Summaries
of the NROV data are provided in the Results section.  The data values at each of the 50 sample points are
also provided as digital, Excel format tables.

Modeling of trends assuming current management
To model trends under current management we use curves, or look up tables (LUT) and linked those to the
HLPO spatial analysis project output (Davis and Wilson, 2004).  Several databases, curves and tables are of
interest.

Forest cover inventory
The first database is the forest cover inventory.  This data is valid only for the present day (Time=0, or
year=2004).  Some older datasets exist (such as Time=-4 , Year=2000) but they are simply the same data
with different years of projection.  The forest cover data provides a snapshot in time of the forest, which we
might assume is representative of our current fire regimes.  However, it does not provide the information
needed for stands to be placed into stand structure classes without some projection system. 

HLPO spatial analysis outputs
We adopted the TSR 3 modeling definitions for of "current management" (aka the Base Case model run).
That included the TSR 3 analysis units (Table 1), volume-age-curves, and diameter-age-curves (example in
Error! Reference source not found., columns 1 to 4). The HLPO spatial model output data provides us
with an estimate, given current management, of the age of each forested polygon in the Invermere TSA
over the next 250 years.  The output from the Base Case model run, in simplified format, is similar to Table
13.  Note that both harvesting and disturbances simply reset the age of a stand back to zero when the stand
is logged or burned, respectively (eg polygon 3 at Time=20).

Predictions of the trend in stand attributes are made by linking curves or look up tables to this HLPO data.
For example, stand diameter, standing volume or volume harvested at any decade are derived by matching
each polygon's analysis unit (AU) and its age with a diameter-age, or volume-age curve or table (Error!
Reference source not found., columns 1 to 4).  Note that there are four key attributes that are available to
work with in the model output file: AU and age at specific dates over the next 250 years.
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Table 12  Analysis Unit volume, diameter, snag and CWD curves.

Analysis Unit
(1)

Age
(2)

Volume
(3)

dbh
(4)

Snags
(5)

Snags_2
(6)

CWD
(7)

CWD_2
(8)

109 0 0 0 419.4 209.7 379.5 189.8
109 10 0 0 327.5 181.9 332.2 184.6
109 20 0 0 248.3 151.7 288.3 176.2
109 30 3 12 181.7 121.1 247.8 165.2
109 40 25 16 127.9 92.4 210.7 152.2
109 50 56 22 86.9 67.6 177.1 137.7
109 60 89 24 59.8 49.8 161.6 134.7
109 70 118 26 40.3 35.8 151.9 135
109 80 145 27 28.3 26.7 147.2 139
109 90 167 29 23.3 23.3 146.6 146.6
109 100 187 31 25.5 25.5 149.7 149.7
109 110 203 32 31 31 156 156
109 120 217 34 36.4 36.4 165.3 165.3
109 130 235 36 41.5 41.5 177.2 177.2
109 140 252 37 46.4 46.4 189.5 189.5
109 150 268 39 50.9 50.9 201.1 201.1
109 160 283 40 55 55 211.6 211.6
109 170 297 42 58.7 58.7 221 221
109 180 310 43 61.9 61.9 229.2 229.2
109 190 323 44 64.7 64.7 236.1 236.1
109 200 336 46 67 67 241.8 241.8
109 210 348 47 68.9 68.9 246.3 246.3
109 220 362 48 70.3 70.3 249.7 249.7
109 230 375 49 71.2 71.2 251.8 251.8
109 240 389 50 71.8 71.8 253 253
109 250 402 51 72 72 253.1 253.1
109 260 403 51 72 72 253 253
109 270 403 51 72 72 253 253
109 280 404 52 72 72 253 253
109 290 405 52 72 72 253 253
109 300 405 52 72 72 253 253
109 310 406 52 72 72 253 253
109 320 406 52 72 72 253 253
109 330 407 52 72 72 253 253
109 340 407 52 72 72 253 253
109 350 407 52 72 72 253 253

Table notes: 
Analysis Unit 109 = natural stands, Cedar and Hemlock leading, all sites combined.
CWD = coarse woody debris (m^3/ha)
CWD_2 = coarse woody debris (m^3/ha), modified for age-independent disturbances
dbh = stand quadratic mean diameter at breast height (cm)
Snags = stems per hectare of large snags (over 22 cm dbh)
Snags_2 = stems per hectare of large snags, modified for age-independent disturbances
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Table 13 Typical output from the Base Case model run

Polygon No. Analysis Unit T=0 T=10 T=20 T=30 T=40 ... T=250
1 102 40 50 60 70 80 ... 105
2 113 12 22 32 42 52 ... 85
3 113 100 110 0 10 20 ... 115
4 103 150 160 170 0 10 ... 125

.....
148,012 117 10 20 30 40 50 ... 260

Stand element curves
Trends in stand elements are estimated by linking to stand element curves (tables).  Wilson (2004)
developed stand element curves for the East and West Kootenays.  The E. Kootenay snag and CWD curves
were derived for AU and age combinations, and hence they can be directly linked to the HLPO model run
output.  They can also be placed directly into the volume age table, as in Error! Reference source not
found. (columns 5 and 7.)  The stand element curves allow predictions of the snags and CWD in an exactly
parallel method as the volume or diameter curves.

We adopted Wilson's West Kootenay hardwood and shrub curves due to budget limitations.  These were
used in both last year's and this year's modeling.  Those curves are more general than the east kootenay
snag and CWD curves as they pertain to biogeoclimatic variant (BEC) and age combinations,  not analysis
unit and age.  Of course, they were also derived from west kootenay data.  We assigned each polygon in
our database a best-match west kootenay equivalent BEC type and this allowed us to project trends in
shrubs and hardwoods for the HLPO spatial Base Case model run.

Stand structure curves
Wilson's snag, CWD, hardwood and shrub curves were derived from empirical data.  A derivation of
empirical stand structure tables was not within this project's budget.  Instead, when the project was first
started we intended to hold a workshop (associated with, but not part of this project) to let silviculture
experts fill out the stand structure classes for each AU and age class based on expert opinion (project
workplan, Section G.1.a).  This results in a trable identical to Table 10.  Then, as for snags, we link to the
HLPO spatial datasets to predict trends in stand structure classes under current management (project
workplan, Sec. G.3).

Early in the project we saw that the NROV modeling output would provide a set of raw data that could be
used to derive the same stand structure table for natural stands.  This appeared to be an equivalent method
to expert opinion, so the decision was made to save the cost of the workshop and use the NROV model
outputs.  However, when that decision was made (early October 2004) we assumed that we would be
modeling the Biodiversity Guide Book (BGB) fire regimes (Govt. of BC, 1995) or a set of fire regimes that
were representative of forest conditions during the next 250 years which was "current management" in the
HLPO spatial analysis model.   In late December 2004 a decision was made to use Grey's (2004) definition
of "natural" fire regimes and to model those regimes.  We did not predict any problems with using the
outputs from the HNFR-defined NROV modeling.

We knew that the NROV output would not provide the raw data for the managed stand structure class
tables since harvesting wasn't modelled in LFASS.  The managed stand tables were created by starting with
the NROV-derived, natural stand tables and manually editting them so they reflected the variable retention
rates.

Modifications to the Wilson snag and CWD curves
We modified the stand structure curves to reflect new assumptions. Wilson (2004) had derived the snag and
CWD curves using two key assumptions:

a) a stand was relatively old when it was killed by a natural disturbance, and 
b) structural elements in the newly regenerated stand come from two sources: the original stand
and, over time from the ingrowth of the regenerated stand.
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The result is a large number of snags predicted at young stand ages (Figure 1) because of the mature stand
assumption.  To incorporate age-independent disturbances, where a mixture of young and old stands are
killed by fires, and where young stands contribute few if any large snags, we reduced the (estimated)
contribution of snags from the original stand by half, and used these new curves to better predict the snag
trends under current management (Figure 2).

Figure 1 Unmodified Wilson snag curve.

Figure 2 Modified Wilson snag curve.

Modifications to the Wilson managed stand curves
Wilson, in deriving snag and CWD curves for managed stands, had assumed no retention of the overstory
after harvesting.  The silviculture staff at the Variable Retention Workshop (Davis,, 2003) produced
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estimates of the retention, by stand type, within the InvermereTSA.  Davis (2004) combined their estimates
with weighted area figures, by stand type, then factored in the short and long term retention, to produce
estimates of the overall retention of the overstory within cutblocks in Invermere TSA.  We modified the
Wilson snag and CWD curves to accomodate this within-block retention, which is approximately 2.25%
retention in the Invermere TSA, in the long term, on a TSA-wide basis.

Wilson had assumed that no hardwoods were present in post-harvest stands as they would be removed by
brush control.  In the licensee staff's opinion, pre-harvest hardwood percentages would not be reduced, and
if anything the hardwood percentages increased.  We modified the hardwood curves so that the natural
stands and managed stands hardwood tables have the same hardwood table values.

Model design, parameterization and calibration
Our workplan was based on the assumption that syntheses of past fire studies were readily available and
these would provide sufficient useful data to guide the design of LFASS, and provide sufficient data to
parameterize the model.  These impressions proved false.  Attempting to collect and analyse field data was
out of the question, as we would need data for a wide range of factors, including fire weather, fire ignitions,
fire behavior, fire sizes and fire severity, natural stand mortality, fire-caused mortality, stand regeneration
and stand succession under partial-canopy overstory conditions.  The workplan specifically notes this
restriction.  Our problem as it turns out, is commonly mentioned in the literature.

One suitable synthesis of fire data is provided by DWB Forestry Services (2003).  This synthesis, rather
than a literature review, is an example of what is needed for developing a model of fire regimes.  While the
concepts in this paper were useful, it is not a synthesis of local data.  No others were found like it.  From a
modelling viewpoint the literature is largely composed of studies with narrow scope and little data to
characterize a fire regime.  Combined with the loose terminology, much of the literature requires both
reading and interpretation prior to extracting the useful tid-bits.

Two common, structure-type modeling problems are 1) initial conditions are not known and 2) the initial
conditions may not reflect the simulation assumptions. For example, forest stands should not occur in fire
regimes with extremely short fire regime intervals although the forest inventory might say they do.  These
problems are typically addressed through a process of running the model for a period of time until it
stabilizes or reaches a dynamic equilibrium.  That sets initial conditions for a run.  This is followed by
iteratively adjusting  the model parameters (parameterization) and/or the model inputs (calibration) until the
model outputs compare favourably to some known inventory attributes.  A general calibration can be done
against a general attribute such as the age class profile. More specific calibrations require more specific
data, such as against stand stock tables for all stands within a landscape. 

The iterative process may not be simple, nor quick.  In our case, we should test the fire regime interval and
the proportions of high, moderate and low severity burns.  Several combinations might result in acceptable
solutions.  A high proportion of high severity fire with longer fire regime intervals might produce the same
age class profile as a low proportion of high severity fire with shorter fire regime intervals.   Calibration is
required for each significantly different fire regime.

Our decision to use the historic natural fire regime map (HNFR) and HNFR definitions (Gray, 2004) as
opposed to modeling the Biodiversity Guide Book (BGB) fire regimes (or natural disturbance types) causes
two problems: one with calibration, one with the modeling effort required to deal with a second set of fire
regimes.  Today's forest inventory appears to be greatly different from the one our model predicts for the
HNFR's.   We have no "natural historic" forest inventory database for the historic natural fire regimes, so
we cannot truly calibrate the model, and we are less sure that the model output is a true picture of historic
landscapes. 

The second problem was the workload.   If we want to model both sets of fire regimes we should 1) first
use the LFASS model to determine an estimate of the current fire regimes, then develop a set of analysis
unit stand structure tables from that data, and then 2) second, we should model NROV using the historic
fire regimes as a completely separate exercise.  This increased the modeling effort beyond our workplan
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budget, and of particular concern, it greatly increases the calendar days required to perform the long model
runs. 

As a work-around, the most suitable output data from the HNFR-defined NROV modeling for the stand
structure class tables is the output from the transition period (Years=1 to 250), not the HNFR dynamic
equilibrium period (Years=300 to 800).  The transition period numbers represent an "average" between the
current conditions which are seeded with simple stand structure classes based on a simple algorithm, and
the HNFR-defined stand structure classes.  This will be the best available estimate until the current fire
regime NROV data becomes available.  Alternately, expert opinion could be used as we had originally
planned.  

Final Project Modeling Steps
Our modeling steps for the whole project, in brief summary are:

1) Generate a library of fires, and list of polygons in every fire. 
2) Modify the snag and CWD structural element look up tables to reflect age-independent
disturbances.
3) Factor into the CWD and snag element curves the variable retention within managed stands.
4) Modify the hardwood structural element look up tables to reflect the opinion of silviculture staff
that there is no reduction in deciduous trees following harvesting.
5) Load LFASS with the data and definitions associated with historic natural fire regimes. 
6) Run the LFASS model for 300 years to reach a state of "dynamic equilibrium".  
7) Run the model for a further 500 years.  Save, as output, the area of stand structure types at the
end of each decade.
8) Summarize the output of the 301-800 year period as tables of the mean area of each structure
type, as well as the variation around that mean.  This defined our natural range of variation
(NROV).  
9) Summarize the 1-250 year period output into tables of analysis unit and age versus proportion
of each stand structure class.  These tables are for natural stands.
10) Create the equivalent tables for managed stands by manually editting the natural stand tables.
11) Link the natural and managed stand stand structure tables (10 and 11) back to the HLPO
Spatial Project's Base Case model run output and report the trends in stand structure classes during
current managment (defined as the Base Case model run) for the period of the next 25 decades.
12) Link the structural element tables (snags, CWD, hardwoods) back to the Base Case model run
output and report the trends in stand structure elements.
13) For both 12 and 13, extract the data for the Tembec and the Canfor operating areas, and
generate the requested reports and charts.
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Other fire succession models
It is useful to compare LFASS to similar models to confirm that our modelling in in general agreement with
other modelers. 

Landscape Fire Succession Models
Keane et al. (2004) classified 44 landscape fire succession models (LFSMs).  All LSFMs had an explicit
linkage between fire and succession.  The complexity of the models varies, but all 

"... produce time dependent, georeferenced results in the form of digital maps or GIS layers." ...
[and have] "...four essential components ... that represent the primary processes governing the
simulation of landscape succession and fire: (1) vegetation succession, (2) fire ignition, (3) fire
spread, and (4) fire effects. All LFSMs must contain all of these components.  ... one of the
minimum requirements for a LFSM is the explicit linkage between fire and succession. Climatic
processes need not be explicitly incorporated into the LFSM.

"Each LFSM component can be described by the approach, scale, and strategy .... The approach
defines the general design of the model as probabilistic (based on stochastic processes), empirical
(based on relationships described by data), or physical (based on fundamental physical
processes). Spatial scales are either regional (1000’s of km2), landscape (10’s of km2), forest
stand (<1 ha), or at the level of the individual plant (~m2). The strategy describes the algorithms,
tools, or techniques used to represent a simulation component. Many LFSM components were
developed by merging two or more approaches, scales, and strategies."

"Frame models, also called state-and-transition models or pathway models, represent succession
at the stand level by linking vegetation community types, sometimes named for cover types and
structural stages, along pathways of development ultimately ending in a climax or stable
community type ... Each stage in the pathway represents a frame. Frame models can be developed
using an empirical approach where the transition from one state to another is deterministic .... or
using a probabilistic approach where transitions are stochastic, such as Markov process .."

"The ecosystem process strategy represents successional development by simulating one or more
ecosystem processes using a variety of approaches mostly at the stand scale. An ecosystem
process can be as simple as deterministically incrementing stand age ... or as complex as
computing photosynthesis and evapotranspiration using biogeochemical simulations..."

Plant functional type strategies are used when differences in species or species group development
over time is critical in simulating succession. Plant functional types are species guilds based on
morphological, ecophysiological, taxonomic, or disturbance-response criteria for a specific
purpose ..

"The most detailed succession components are those that simulate successional development from
individual plant dynamics (individual plant). These models explicitly simulate the life cycle
(regeneration, growth, reproduction, and mortality) of individual plants within a homogeneous
simulation area. ....The most common class of individual plant succession models are gap-phase
models built primarily to simulate stand development from individual trees or diameter cohorts
based on canopy gap dynamics.." (Keane et al, 2004)

Our LFASS model meets Keane et al's criteria for a landscape fire succession model. Keane et al. (2004)
note that most modeling effort is focussed on fire spread and plant succession, and few models simulate the
fire effects in detail.  LFASS is in the minority in this regard as we concentrated on the fire effects.  If one
removes from consideration the LFSM models that simulate fire very simply, such as burned vs. not burned
or remove those that represent stands as being of one age, and also remove the individual plant models,
then there are very few landscape fire succession models that are similar to LFASS. 
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Frame models
Frame models are a simple strategy for modeling complex or multi-layered stand structures.  A very
simple, four frame model might be "Frame 1. grass shrub structure stand age 0 to 10", " Frame 2. simple
stand structure age 11 to 100", " Frame 3. multi layer stand structure age 101 to 120 years", " Frame 4.
complex stand structure age 121+".  A stand simply passes through these classes as it mechanistically ages.
An important point is that there are a pre-determined number of classes that a stand may fit into - four in
this example.  

TELSA model
Several modeling projects within BC have used frame models.  Most used the commercially available
TELSA (Tool for Exploratory Landscape Scenario Analyses) which is produced by ESSA Technologies
Ltd., Vancouver  (Kurz et al.) Walt Klenner of the Ministry of Forests, Kamloops helped with TELSA's
design, and is a strong proponent of the model, hence a number of TELSA projects were completed in BC.

The impression given by the literature is that stand classes (frames) are most often created using expert
opinion rather than empirical data.  And, the simplicity of the frame modeling strategy is stated as a benefit
by the proponents.  However, if there is only one frame (structure class) for each stand age, then the model
is essentially a one-age to one stand class model.  At that point it is comparable to the forest estate models
that are used in the TSR and the HLPO Spatial Modeling projects.  And, the frames become comparable to
the structural class look-up-tables  that are based solely on BEC and age class.

BGC model
The geographically nearest project that used an ecosystem process model is the Columbia River Basin
project.  The BGC model was used in that project (Keane, undated).   Important charateristics are:

"The basic temporal resolution is one day (24 hours).  Simulations were limited to a duration of
one year. [BGC] .. predicts the consequence of management actions at a 1 km pixel resolution.
Ecosystem processes were simulated at a 2 km pixel resolution.  A 100 year simulation is achieved
by executing the model at points in time (10, 50 and 100 years).  BGC requires an extensive set of
ecophysiological parameters to simulate photosynthesis, respiration and the other basic
ecological processes such as decomposition, evaporation and transpiration.
Keane et al. (undated.)

The Columbia River Basin modeling focussed on general ecosystem productivity, as well as assessing "....
the risks for increased insect, disease or fire disturbances under various management strategies"  and
"How do we quantify ecosystem "health" or integrity?".  (Keane et. al. undated)  It was a very ambitious
project in terms of the modeling parameters and detail, although its resolution of 1 and 2 km pixels isn't
suitable for our purposes.  

Fire-BGC model
FIRE-BGC is another model used by Keane et al. (1996).  Of note, they encountered the same problem
with initial conditions as we did and they used a similar solution:

The FIRE-BGC initialization process often creates incompatible conditions within the model. The
large amount and specificity of input data needed to initialize model compartments preclude the
use of field data to quantify all starting conditions. Regression equations provide efficient and
economical estimates of initial tree components, but often do not account for biophysical
influences on tree and stand characteristics.  As a result, ecosystem compartments are in conflict
with simulated ecosystem processes. There are two possible solutions to this difficulty. Field
measurements can be made of all ecosystem components in the simulation area. However, this
solution is almost intractable because of the cost and time required to complete such a task for an
entire landscape. A more reasonable solution may be to run the model using initial values
computed from allometric equations until ecosystem states have stabilized and then use the
stabilized simulated ecosystem component output values as input on subsequent runs.
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Lignum Model
The model developed by Cumming and Wong's (2002, 2003) uses many of the same concepts our model
does.  They had some advantage over us since Lignum had previously completed field-based fire history
and historical stand reconstruction studies.  Their model was developed because field based sampling
cannot capture the historic stand structures and cannot sample all areas.  They considered other models and
came to the conclusion that a new model was the most pragmatic approach:

"Many existing models ... are highly mechanistic and rely on extensive input data to parameterize
complex submodels of forest floor dynamics, individual trees growth based on photosynthesis,
weather trends and other processes. Data to parameterize such models for Lignum’s IFPA area
do not exist or have a high degree of uncertainty. We undertook a pilot study to develop a simple
working model that is appropriate to the IDF and to the problem at hand. The model includes a
stochastic fire model that is intended to capture the range of variation in unquantified processes,
such as daily weather, as reflected in the distribution of outcomes. (Cumming and Wong, 2003)

Their model was limited to one 90,000 hectare landscape of pure Douglas-fir within one BEC unit.  They
state they would re-parameterize the model if they wanted to model pine types.  Still, their model and
modeling methods have many similarities to ours, such as running their model for 500 years to reach a state
of equilibrium to represent the historic fire regime conditions, then running the model for a time to estimate
the natural range of variation of coarse woody debris. 

LANDIS model
Moving further afield, He and Mladenoff (1999) developed a model called LANDIS.  It's reassuring that
He and Mladenoff (1999) agree with Keane et. al (undated) that modeling detailed fire behaviour is not
appropriate for LSFMs.  Instead, fires can be represented by aggregated functions such as our definitions of
fire regime (eg. FRI and a burn severity profile).  They note:

... landscape models share several common features: longer temporal resolution or model time
step (usually 1-10 yr) than mechanistic fire-spread models, ability to simulate large spatial extents
with multiple fire events, and the use of stochastic algorithms. Since the temporal resolutions used
by stochastic approaches are much coarser than those of mechanistic approaches, detailed fire
processes such as lightning-caused ignition or individual tree growth cannot be precisely
simulated over time. Therefore in landscape models, fine-scale processes are integrated across
temporal scales not by simulating them directly but representing them as aggregated spatial and
temporal phenomena. He and Mladenoff (1999).

The LANDIS model uses time-since fire, as we do, as a surrogate for assigning burn severity

In LANDIS, a simple framework is designed to reflect the relationship between fuel quantity and
years of accumulation on different land types. This relationship assumes that fuel accumulation is
a function of the number of years of forest production since last fire or cutting, and the rate of
decomposition, which varies by land type ... . Fine-scale differences due to species differences are
not simulated.

FIN-LANDIS model
A series of modeling projects were worked on by Pennanan (2004)  These projects started with the
LANDIS model and built on each other. They cumulatively added to the LANDIS model to ultimately
develop the the capability to model within-stand, individual specie cohorts.  The result was the FIN-
LANDIS model. 

'FIN-LANDIS expands the LANDIS representation of stand structure (He et al. 1999) using two
binary arrays for each site. The first array represents the presence/absence of each species in 10-
year age classes. The other one determines whether each cohort present is classified as dense or
thin. (Pennanen and Kuuluvainen 2001).
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"FIN-LANDIS was used to examine how landscape-level forest age-class distribution is formed
under mixed-severity fire regimes. When most fires are not stand-replacing, the theoretical steady
state age-class distribution is either bell-shaped or bimodal, and dominated by old age-classes.

"Processes simulated by FIN-LANDIS include 1) disturbance (fire) simulation, 2) tree seed
dispersal calculation, 3) establishment of new cohorts, and 4) aging of cohorts, including thinning
and removal of old cohorts. Simulation proceeds in 10-year (or user-defined) timesteps.

"FIN-LANDIS was parameterized for middle boreal Fennoscandia, for the five most important
forest trees, ..   Essentially, parameters include life history parameters for the tree species (Table
1, Study I), establishment parameters defining species performance on different site types (Table
2, Study I), as well as disturbance (fire) parameters. All parameter values could be set using
information from literature, although sometimes only with qualitative accuracy.
The extent, to which FIN-LANDIS could reproduce the current forest composition, based on the
historical fire regime, and the generic tree life history parameters, was tested.
(Pennanen, 2004)

FIN-LANDIS is the "state of the art" in terms of model capability, and a modeling methodology that is
close to our objectives.   It is reassuring that many of the FIN-LANDIS modeling solutions are similar to
ours.  All of the following have direct parallels within our model:

"Tree mortality is manifested as a decrease in cohort density. Cohort density may only decrease
during its lifetime. When the density reaches zero, the cohort is removed. A deterministic decrease
of density corresponds to tree death due to small scale disturbance and old age. 

"Growth tables given as model input give the cohort densities as a function of age.  Because
growth tables are for fully stocked cohorts, the density starts at 1.0, and ends at 0. During the
simulation, the relative age-dependent decrease in the density of a cohort is the same as the
relative density decrease according to the growth table, when the cohort’s apparent age is used as
index to the growth table.

"The model derives the quantitative cohort attributes from the cohort’s density, apparent age and
the growth table. Attributes such as basal area or volume are proportional to cohort density  ... An
attribute that is not directly related to cohort density, such as average tree height or diameter, is
looked up directly from the growth table.

"The number of tree cohorts tends to increase in a simulated stand during forest succession. When
growing space is released in small amounts, cohorts with a very low density will be created.
Cohorts also split when understory cohorts are partially released to the canopy cohort layer. Over
time, a cell may contain hundreds of cohorts. This is problematic because computer memory
requirement increases linearly with the number of cohorts. 
To solve this problem we defined a minimum density, dmin for new tree cohorts. If a new tree
cohort, according to the description above, would have density d < dmin, the cohort is actually
created only with probability d/dmin, and the density of a new cohort is set at dmin. Increasing the
minimum cohort density parameter will lead to a smaller number of cohorts, but on average
should not affect stand composition and structure.)....a minimum cohort density value of 0.02
produced the best balance between execution speed and realistic dynamics(Pennanen, 2004)

Pennanan et al's (2004)  fire regime situation was similar to ours: a current regime that is significantly
different from the historic fire regime.  Again, similar to the other projects, they initiated their model with
arbitrary state then ran it under historical fire regime until a steady state was reached.  This determined the
"starting point" for further modeling.  Unlike us, they ran their model in a chronological sequence that
follows history.  Starting with the historic "starting point" they switched fire regimes and ran the model for
a 90 year period of fire suppression, then switched a second time to model the assumed, current fire regime.
The path from historic steady state through suppression period through to current state is a multi-changing
and interesting trajectory. 
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In conclusion, our model is similar to several other models in terms of modeling concepts and problem
formulation.  We are satisfied that we have not gone wildly astray, and we appear to be in general
agreement with the latest modeling in this field.  Whether or not we should adopt an existing model versus
continuing with our model would require a software review.  This entails an examination of the availability
of the models (some may be proprietary), as well as the relative cost to purchase, load and parameterize
them.

Results
The core project deliverables are summarized in Table 14.  The reference numbers match selected  charts or
tables in this report to the digital data Excel file(s) associated with that chart.

Only some of the potentially huge number of charts are presented. The data for the charts is provided as
digital Excel files.  Some charts compare the trends and the range of natural variability NROV (min, max,
mean).   The NROV estimates for all the stand structure classes are provided as tables in section numbers
3.3 and 3.4, Tembec operating area and Canfor operating area, respectively.   If the reader wished, to
compare NROV estimates to any particular stand structure classes that are not included in this report, they
must refer to the appropriate Excel tables.

Of note, the data, tables and charts are provided with the intent they might become part of the Sustainable
Forest Management Plan initiatives of Tembec or Canfor. The interpretation of the results by professional
biologists will follow later at Tembec and Canfor's direction.  The results are simply presented here,
followed by general comments on the modeling process.

Table 14 Reference numbers for project deliverables.

Reference
number

Description

3.1.1 Tembec Operating area - distribution and abundance of stand structure classes.
3.1.2 Canfor Operating area - distribution and abundance of stand structure classes
3.2.1.1 Tembec operating area - distribution and abundance of CWD
3.2.1.2 Tembec operating area - distribution and abundance of snags
3.2.1.3 Tembec operating area - distribution and abundance of hardwoods
3.2.2.1 Canfor operating area - distribution and abundance of CWD
3.2.2.2 Canfor operating area - distribution and abundance of snags
3.2.2.3 Canfor operating area - distribution and abundance of hardwoods
3.3 NROV estimates of stand structure classes
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3.1.1.1. Tembec operating area - Trends in CWD

Figure 3 Tembec operating area  - trends in coarse woody debris under current management

Key
CWD Class Description Snag Class Description
CWD Class 1 0-50 m3/ha Snag Class 1 0-5 snags/ha
CWD Class 2 50-100 m3/ha Snag Class 2 6-20 snags/ha
CWD Class 3 100-150 m3/ha Snag Class 3 21-50 snags/ha
CWD Class 4 151+ m3/ha Snag Class 4 51-100 snags/ha

Snag Class 5 101+ snags/ha

3.1.2.2. Tembec operating area - Trends in snags

Figu

CWD Trends in Tembec Operating Area  (Rep_3211.xls)
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re 4 Tembec operating area - trends in snags under current management.

Snag Trends in Tembec Operating Area (Rep_3212)
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3.2.1.3 Tembec operating area - Trends in hardwoods

Figur
26

e 5 Tembec operating area - trends in hardwoods under current management.

Key
Hardwood class Description
Hardwood class 1 NONE in stand
Hardwood class 2 1-15 % of stand
Hardwood class 3 16-30 % of stand
Hardwood class 4 31+ % of stand

Hardwood Trends in Tembec Operating Area  (Rep_3213.xls)
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3.2.2.1. Canfor Operating Arear - Trends in CWD

Figure 6 Canfor Operating Area - trends in CWD under current management.

Key
CWD Class Description Snag Class Description
CWD Class 1 0-50 m3/ha Snag Class 1 0-5 snags/ha
CWD Class 2 50-100 m3/ha Snag Class 2 6-20 snags/ha
CWD Class 3 100-150 m3/ha Snag Class 3 21-50 snags/ha
CWD Class 4 151+ m3/ha Snag Class 4 51-100 snags/ha

Snag Class 5 101+ snags/ha

3.2.2.2. Canfor Operating Areaa - Trends in snags

Figu

CWD Trends in Canfor Operating Area  (Rep_3221.xls)
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e 7 Canfor Operating Arear - trends in snags under current management.

Snag Trends in Canfor Operating Area (Rep_3222)
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3.2.2.3. Canfor Operating Area - Trends in hardwoods

Figu

Key
28

re 8 Canfor Operating Arear - trends in harvwoods under current management.

Hardwood class Description
Hardwood class 1 NONE in stand
Hardwood class 2 1-15 % of stand
Hardwood class 3 16-30 % of stand
Hardwood class 4 31+ % of stand

Hardwood Trends in Canfor Operating Area   (Rep_3223.xls)
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3.3.1. Tembec operating area - Estimated NROV of stand structure classes
Table 15 Tembec operating area - HNFR-based NROV of structural classes

Structure Class Min Mean Max %Low Mean %High
01 GRASS / FORB 40,233 52,655 65,798 24 52,655 25
02 SHRUB-OPEN 698 1,491 2,510 53 1,491 68
03 SHRUB-CLOSED 43,260 52,630 64,338 18 52,630 22
04 SAPLING-OPEN 1,832 3,195 4,580 43 3,195 43
05 SAPLING-MODERATE 15 83 170 82 83 105
06 SAPLING-CLOSED 13,031 16,406 21,352 21 16,406 30
07 SMALL-SINGLE OPEN 4,664 5,639 6,547 17 5,639 16
08 SMALL-SINGLE MOD 1,729 2,584 3,705 33 2,584 43
09 SMALL-SINGLE CLOS 31,875 33,663 36,826 5 33,663 9
10 MEDIUM-SINGL OPEN 339 499 693 32 499 39
11 MEDIUM-SINGLE MOD 306 427 581 28 427 36
12 MEDIUM-SINGL CLOS 5,279 5,572 6,000 5 5,572 8
13 LARGE-SINGLE OPEN 0 0 7 100 0 3,789
14 LARGE-SINGLE MOD 0 0 7 100 0 2,400
15 LARGE-SINGLE CLOS 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 SMALL-MULTI  OPEN 3,905 4,734 5,822 18 4,734 23
17 SMALL-MULTI  MOD 583 825 1,136 29 825 38
18 SMALL-MULTI  CLOS 3,498 3,810 4,152 8 3,810 9
19 MEDIUM-MULTI OPEN 5,786 6,259 6,862 8 6,259 10
20 MEDIUM-MULTI  MOD 2,586 2,976 3,325 13 2,976 12
21 MEDIUM-MULTI CLOS 4,458 4,916 5,548 9 4,916 13
22 LARGE-MULTI  OPEN 0 16 27 100 16 66
23 LARGE-MULTI  MOD 0 6 28 100 6 346
24 LARGE-MULTI  CLOS 0 2 9 100 2 321
25 GIANT - MULTI 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table notes
Cell entries are hectares within the operating area under the Min, Mean, Max columns, and percentage
deviation from the mean in the %Low and %High columns.  Number are rounded to the nearest integer so
some trace areas are reported as 0 area, but may still show a percentage deviation.
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3.3.2. Canfor operating area - Estimated NROV of stand structure classes

Table 16 Canform operating area - HNFR-based NROV for structural classes.

Structure Class Min Mean Max %Low Mean %High
01 GRASS / FORB 35,285 47,132 61,841 25 47,132 31
02 SHRUB-OPEN 573 1,036 2,032 45 1,036 96
03 SHRUB-CLOSED 38,081 49,127 59,989 22 49,127 22
04 SAPLING-OPEN 1,877 3,119 4,522 40 3,119 45
05 SAPLING-MODERATE 24 79 153 70 79 94
06 SAPLING-CLOSED 12,361 16,207 22,263 24 16,207 37
07 SMALL-SINGLE OPEN 4,140 4,900 5,542 16 4,900 13
08 SMALL-SINGLE MOD 1,482 2,044 2,966 27 2,044 45
09 SMALL-SINGLE CLOS 29,078 30,859 33,847 6 30,859 10
10 MEDIUM-SINGL OPEN 338 483 629 30 483 30
11 MEDIUM-SINGLE MOD 380 506 677 25 506 34
12 MEDIUM-SINGL CLOS 6,653 7,044 7,481 6 7,044 6
13 LARGE-SINGLE OPEN 0 1 9 100 1 1,150
14 LARGE-SINGLE MOD 0 1 5 100 1 900
15 LARGE-SINGLE CLOS 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 SMALL-MULTI  OPEN 3,095 3,813 4,679 19 3,813 23
17 SMALL-MULTI  MOD 335 527 835 36 527 58
18 SMALL-MULTI  CLOS 2,154 2,393 2,713 10 2,393 13
19 MEDIUM-MULTI OPEN 4,769 5,396 6,147 12 5,396 14
20 MEDIUM-MULTI  MOD 2,216 2,569 2,865 14 2,569 12
21 MEDIUM-MULTI CLOS 4,925 5,343 5,835 8 5,343 9
22 LARGE-MULTI  OPEN 13 38 57 66 38 48
23 LARGE-MULTI  MOD 0 13 39 100 13 193
24 LARGE-MULTI  CLOS 0 13 21 100 13 57
25 GIANT - MULTI 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table notes
Cell entries are hectares within the operating area under the Min, Mean, Max columns, and percentage
deviation from the mean in the %Low and %High columns.  Number are rounded to the nearest integer so
some trace areas are reported as 0 area, but may still show a percentage deviation.
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Discussion 

HNFR map
The historic natural fire regime (HNFR) map is comprised of rather narrow bands of fire regimes, with
much speckling and clustering within those bands, rather than smooth aggregated polygons. This made the
application of fire size classes hard, if not impossible to implement, as we wanted to honor the fire regime
definitions (fixed amount of fire, per run, per zone).  The first implementation of LFASS applied a
distribution of fire sizes across the landscape, and there was no control on the overlap of fires into/out of
the zones.  The result was much variability in the amount burned within individual zones due to
overlapping fires from adjacent zones.

The model was modified to apply fires individually within each zone, and allow no overlap into adjacent
zones.  In effect, all fires ended at the zone boundary.  The fire statistics were good, but the distribution of
fires became concentrated into areas where the HNFR polygons were concentrated.  This was due to the
model searching for areas to place large fires, and finding them most easily where the zone was the most
concentrated (or fattest).  This might be rectified with some manipulation of the library of fires, but it
would have resulted in the application of very large search areas in the portions of zones that were
dispersed ("speckled").  In effect, it would apply a collection of small fires in a concentrated area, and
assume this represented one fire. That was deemed inconsistent with the idea of large fires, and that
implementation was rejected as well.  

Our final solution was to draw individual polygons at random to meet the fire regime targets.  This makes
the model a "statistical" (and still a spatial) analysis as the model is not applying a fire size profile.  It is
probably impossible, given the present HNFR map which has linear-shaped, narrow bands, and a dispersed
pattern within those bands, to apply a desired fire size class profile and still respect the definition of the
HNFRs.  Conversely, it is probably impossible to both apply a fixed area of fires to each HNFR/zone and
simultanously meet a desired fire size class profile.

Regardless of whether fires or individual polygons are picked
"..a stochastic fire simulation approach is not designed to predict individual events that may occur
in the future at particular locations. Rather the modeling approach serves as an useful tool for
examining long-term spatial dynamics and the consequences of various disturbance changes and
management effects (He and Mladenoff, 1999)

The pattern that we see in any simulation should not be taken as a prediction of the future.

Historic Natural Fire Regimes

Initializing the model
Our modeling of partial disturbances and multi-cohorts is a much different problem than the commonly
used practice of modeling disturbances as a binary choice: a stand is either killed outright by a fire and the
stand age is reset to zero, or the stand is not impacted at all.  However, we had to include partial
disturbances and multiple stand cohorts or we wouldn't have been able to predict the stand structure classes.
Or more precisely, we couldn't have done so without vastly simplifying the problem.

There are three significant modeling periods that bear discussion.  These were selected after considerable
testing, and then the final modeling runs were made. 

a) Time=start (T=0)
b) Time=years 0 to 300 (T=0...300)
c) Time = years 301 onwards, (eg. T=301...800)

First, consider our most "extreme" HNFR, #3 and do some modeling in your head.  HNFR # 3 is defined as
FRI=10 years, stand replacement type fires=90% of all fires.  Visualize a starting point: a 100 Year old
stand, 100% stocking.  After 10 years about 90% of all stands have experienced stand replacement type
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fires, and almost all stands are now comprised of 110 year old stands with 10% stocking, and a bit of
regeneration.  After 10 years pass we have a layer of 120 year old stems with 1% stocking, essentially a
sparse 'vet' layer and, again, a little regen.  But that regen will be killed by the frequent fires. Most of the
stands in this HNFR will change their structural class within 20 years from the "small-tree, closed" class to
the "shrub/open" and "grass/open" classes.  

The other HNFR's are less extreme.  They have combinations of higher FRI's and/or lower burn severities.
The HNFR's with lower burn severities are interesting, because they kill fewer trees.  Moderate severity
burns kill 50% of the large, overstory stems, which leads to multi-storied stands when a portion of the
overstory is removed and an understory layer becomes established.   So, over time, we expect to see a large
proportion of multi-layer stand types, to some extent in all fire regimes, but especially the in mixed severity
fire regimes.

The current age class distribution is quite different from that which arises under the historic natural fire
regimes (Figure 9, Figure 10).  Those figures represent a snapshot at the end of the NROV modeling
period, which is the steady state.  We expect a period of transition between "today" (T=0) and some
"equilibrium point" (T=x).  After the equilibrim point is reached, the stochastic processes in the model will
cause fluctuations around the long term mean, or central tendency.  These fluctuations are the NROV.  

We should use caution with the estimates of NROV.  As model improvements are made, the NROV
estimates should be revisited.

Figure 9 Age class distibution for all HNFRs combined in Tembec operating area.
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Figure 10 Proportion of age classes by zone within Tembec's operating area.

T=0 is a special case.  First, the fire regime of today is quite different from the HNFR, hence T=0  defines
the magnitude of the difference between the two central tendencies: "today, which is different from the
HNFR-based equilibrium" and "the HNFR-based, long term equilibrium" (which is actually the 'future' in
our simulations).  The greater the difference between the fire regimes, the greater we expect the magnitude
to be, and perhaps the longer the transition period.  Or, perhaps, the more abrupt the trajectory of the
transition.  Second, we don't know what the stand structure class profile is today since our present forest
cover map describes almost all stands as one-layered, although it does have some multi-layered stands (eg
"vets", rank=2, and rank=silviculture layers.)  

The concept of "standing the trees back up" isn't really relevant because we are predicting more than just an
age class.  We must predict the number of layers, and their size and stocking (crown closure). And, it's not
much use spending a lot of effort searching for the true, initial profile of today as even if we could assign
the correct profile, the model will immediately set off on the transition period towards the new equilibrium.  

The pragmatic solution was to seed the initial stand values with a simple approximation of stand classes,
and then let the model run until it equilibrates. We assigned each stand to the "closed, single layer"
structure class, with an age and size class based on the forest inventory and the TSR 3, stand diameter
curves, respectively. The transition period was seen to be about 250-300 years (Figure 11)
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Figure 11 Stand structure classes over 800 years of modeling.

Note: The first 6 intervals are 50 years each. Later intervals are decades.

Comparing NROV to current trends in stand structure classes
Projections were made for all the stand structure classes for the Base Case HLPO Spatial model run, as in
the examples in Figure 12.  Trends for all the structure classes (01 to 25) are provided as digital Excel files. 

Figure 12 Stand structure classes during the HLPO Spatial Base Case scenario 
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Early-type Stand Structure Trends vs NROV
Tembec staff requested summaries of groups of stand structure classes called (for expediency) "early"- and
"complex"-type stand structure classes. Early-stand structure classes were stand structure classes # 1 to #5,
"complex" were stand structure classes #13 to 15 and #19 to 25, inclusive (refer back to Table 6).  Both
charts depict the estimated area of those groups under current management in relation to the expected
NROV of the same groups.

The "early seral stand structure types" that are projected, over the next 250 years, within Tembec's
operating area only, are in lower proportions than the mean of the NROV.  The trendline is totally outside
the upper and lower bounds of the NROV during the whole simulation period (Figure 13).
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ure 13 Tembec operating area - NROV versus early-type structure classes

omplex-type Stand Structures - RONV vs Trends
 "complex stand structure types" that are projected, over the next 250 years, within Tembec's operating

a only, are in higher proportions than the mean of the NROV.  The trendline is largely outside the upper
 lower bounds of the NROV, but does go within NROV by the end of the simulation period (Figure 14).  

te that NROV has a time and spatial component which impact the NROV numbers.  He and Mladenoff
99) mention this in relation to validating their model: 

 "Selected output from single-model runs can then be evaluated against assumptions, with model
errors evaluated as percentage deviation from designed values. Results indicate that high
variance can be expected when representing long fire-return intervals with relatively short
simulations, or on relatively small landscapes, even though the run is carefully calibrated.
Depending on modeling needs, the range of variation in disturbance parameters can be expanded
or constrained using this approach. (He and Mladenoff, 1999)

 checked the pattern of fires that resulted from applying fire according to a desired size class profile.
t validation indicated that the methods had failed (for both of two methods) so we switched to a

dom, polygon-based method.  We may be in the minority in this regard, as we found no mention of
tial pattern validation in any of the modeling papers we reviewed.
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ure 14 Tembec operating area - NROV versus complex-type structure classes

and Mladenoff's (1999) statement that variation is related to the spatial area under consideration, as well
he time period appears to pertain to our NROV figures for the Canfor and Tembec operating areas
ble 15,Table 16).  As a general trend, the smaller the area in a particular stand type the higher the
OV percentage variation, and in general the NROV percentage variations in the Canfor area are higher
n in Tembec's operating area.

s points to a problem in some statements of variation, such as fire return intervals.  If the range of
iation is related to both geographic area (geographic scale) and to the time period (time scale) then any
ement of variation must be tied to a definition of those geographic and time periods that the estimates is
licable to.  It also follows that combining estimates from different geographic and time scales is
lagous to (inappropriately) combining samples with different sampling intensities.  

OV-based Forest Management
deling of the historic natural fire regimes, which appear to be very different from current fire regimes,
s to some interesting questions:
"If the historic natural fire regimes are actually correct, and if the current conditions and trends are so
different from NROV, then what does that mean for forest management?" 

"What can be done, technically, to better model stand structures and stand structure elements if widely
different fire regimes are encountered?"

 HNFR-based trendlines are in agreement with the literature and much of the thinking about historic
 present fire regimes.  In short, fire regimes for the last century have influenced stand structures in a
sed manner.  Recent, longer FRI's are thought to have created a more older profile of natural stands, and
 younger stands in the forest of "today" compared to "natural" conditions.  If we want to change the
d structure profile to more HNFR-like forests then we should be trying to create more of the open,

ly, and perhaps smaller stand structure classes in our forests.  Conversely, we should not be trying to
in as much of the older seral-type stand structure classes as our current forest management thinking
ms to say.
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Improved modeling methods
The problem of fire-regime specific NROV (ie historic vs. current) has an equivalency in the stand
structure element curves.  The structural element curves were based on the assumption that young, natural
stands resulted from the disturbance (death) of a fairly old, mature stand.  Hence the curves predicted that a
large number of large snags would be present at young stand ages.

We recognized that fire-independent disturbances kill young stands as well as old, and therefore one could
not assumed that the previous stand always had large trees to contribute as large snags.  So we adjusted the
snag curves in this year's modeling by assuming the contribution of snags from the original stand was
reduced by 1/2 (from what Wilson had estimated).  However, even that reduction is not severe enough for
fire regimes such as HNFR #3.  Stands in that regime never make it past age class 2 (40 years) before they
are killed by fire so few if any large snags should ever result from the previous stand.  

A general solution is to re-evaluate the modeling assumptions every so often to identify and resolve such
discrepancies in logic.  In the case of predicting snags for HNFR # 3 we could either 

a) derive fire-regime-specific structural element curves, or 
b) we could separate each structure curve into its two components: 1) snags from the previous
stand, and 2) ingrowth snags from the new stand; then we would modify LFASS to track the
"dead" cohorts as well as the live ones; and continually adjust the number of the snags from the
previous stand by the age of the previous stand when it was killed.

For now, it appears that our present stand structure element curves should only be applied to the fire
regime(s) that match the conditions they were developed for.
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Recommendations

Changes to the stand classification system
The stand structure classes are still considered "draft", so they should be finalized before expending much
more effort in field work or modeling.  Considerations are:
• add descriptions of layers to the full description, e.g. "predominant layer is moderately closed canopy

of small trees, plus an overstory layer of very open, large trees"
• revisit the crown closure idea as it doesn't work well for the smaller trees (seedlings to small trees).  
• consider the objectives of the classification: taxonomic versus interpretive.  Taxonomic classifications

are inventory-llike, as in "Fd50Pl50150_years_old/mean_diam_34cmdbh/height_25.7m."  Interpretive
are objective-based, such as  "FdPl_20%peeler_60%sawlog_20%pulplog_lumber_grades_02_05_08."

• consider wildlife or conservation objectives  For example: Should a descriptor like "minor-giant-trees"
be added to a stand if these are important to wildlife, even though they don't meet the layer criteria.

• change the class breaks to pick up layers comprised of relatively small crown closure.
• add a descriptor for the deciduous component if it is important for wildlife.  This could be a flag to say

"present/absent", or it might be a detailed description of the decid tree size class and crown closure
class. 

• clarify how dbh size class is determined.  Is it calculated on a stand-basis, or a cohort basis.  Are there
minimum requirements to determine one vs two cohorts, as in the forest cover inventory system. 

• consider a descriptor for each cohort, rather than just the main cohort.  Options: The average of a large
tree layer and a small tree layer is a medium tree" descriptor for the stand?  or is the predominant layer,
and hence gets a "small tree" descriptor? .. or is the largest sized layer, and gets a "large" descriptor?

• determine which age diameter curves are appropriate.  We used the TSR 3 diameter age curves, which
are based on the average, quadratic mean diameter of a stand.  We find no "giant" trees according to
those curves, so structure class # 25 never appears in our data summaries.  

• projections from one database to another require common data and methods in each. For example, to
relate "age class" of our LFASS polgyons to the forest cover inventory polygons' age class requires
that both use the same classification system.  Hence, careful examination and validation of the
classifications is warranted.

• Perform some field testing as part of proving out the classification..
• Horizontal structure is not modelled but it can be important to the stand dynamics, as per the Klenner

(2004) and J.S. Thrower (2004) references.

Historic Natural Fire Regimes
These should be reviewed, as the fire regimes have very aggressive fire return intervals.  
• If adopted, the HNFR map needs an official "fix". The basis of the HNFR map (and of our patches)

was an older version of the BEC, and a digital elevation model (slope, aspect, elevation.)  We patched
the holes in the map coverage, and fixed the seams running through it.   We also remapped all the old
BEC AT types which were classed as "No Fire" on the HNFR map to the 200+ year stand replacement
severity regime.  This reduced the HNFR classes from 8 to 7 and fixed the discontinuity between the
Cranbrook and Invermere TSAs.  

• If the HNFR algorithm were provided to modelers, rather than the map, they could regenerate the map.
• A cursory look at the literature indicated that aspect and slope were not related to burn severity, as we

expected.  The HNFR maps appears to be partially based on aspect, and perhaps slope.  That logic
requires confirmation.

Modeling assumptions.
Go through the project, section by section, and review the assumptions so as to resolve inconsistencies in
logic.  Some examples are:
• Harvesting assumptions.  TSR 3 and HLPO Spatial Project timber harvesting assumptions conflict with

the variable retention tables.  TSR3 modeling assumed that the proponderance of within-block
harvesting was clearcut, a lesser amount of was true partial harvesting, and a small amount was stand
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conversion to open range.  A short term harvest increase was modeled to mimic the salvage of timber
that was killed in the large fires of 2002.   That conflicts the ideas in the variable-retention rate tables
derived at the Stand Structure Retention Workshop (Davis, 2003).  These tables assume that most
within-block harvesting is clearcut, a lesser amount is a one-pass, long term retention of some
overstory; and a small amount was a short term retention of a significant propotion of the overstory,
followed 20 years later by a second stand entry that retained a small portion of the original overstory.

• snag and CWD curves.  The snag and CWD curves were forced into analysis unit age tables.  Maybe
that should be rethought and "current conditions" and "BEC-based" is a better idea.  In which case the
modeling methodology may be different from what we are presently using, or else fire-regime specific
curves should be considered.

• the partial harvesting snag and CWD curves should be reviewed.
• shrub and hardwood curves.  These are west kootenay curves and may not be appropriate for east

kootenay conditions.  They were adopted for reasons of cost and expediency.  Maybe east kootenay
curves should be derived.

Modeling direction 
The Pennanen (2004) study indicates directions we should consider, if not follow.  Many of his results,
such as age class distributions compared to fire regime parameters, should be considered for assesement in
the Invermere TSA.  Other coursed of study are:
• fire exclusion likely influenced the low severity fire regimes landscape the most (Arno et al. 2000;

Keeton et. al, 2003).  The Trench may be more impacted than the back ends of valleys; and the back
ends of valleys may not be significantly impacted at all. 

• both negative exponential age class distributions and bi-modal age class distributions were the result of
stand-replacement and mixed-severity fire regimes, respectively (Pennanen, 2004).  This has
interesting implications for biodiversity management.  

More specific recommendations for the Invermere modeling:
• Examine the variations in fire regime parameters vs. age class distributions, and move to calibrating

the model for current fire regimes.
• Examine the characteristic of individual stand structure classes (e.g. stand structure class Z has a range

of variation of X to Y cohorts, and secondary layer crown closures are in the range A to B)
• Examine the effect of geographic size of area, and time period, on NROV.
• Examine the transition of one structural class to others, eg. "Small tree single closed" divide into some

"Medium tree single closed" and some "Medium tree multi closed" at age=XYZ.

Future model improvement
The model should be tested further. 
• Developmental stages and the model processes and parameters should be examined.
• Incorporate growth impacts into estimates of stand volume (suppression of understory.)
• Increase the processing speed of the model.  Consider using a minimum cohort density closer to

Pennanen's (2004).
• Improve estimates of CWD and snags by splitting the curves into "dead" and "ingrowth" components,

by tracking the dead cohorts, and then link the snag and CWD curves to the dead cohorts, as well as
the ingrowth cohorts, as appropriate.

• Gather empirical information and use it to parameterize the model.
• Alternately, effort could be spent on reviewing other models to see if adopting a different model is a

more efficient use of limited resources.

Field-work
• Stand reconstruction studies are recommended, rather than fire frequency studies.  A stand

reconstruction study includes taking the species, ages, diameters and heights of the trees in the stand;
and relating that to disturbance history.  There are some good examples of stand reconstruction studies
in the literature.

• Field-based stand structure classification should be attempted to work out the bugs.
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Conclusions
We successfully modeled a set of historic natural fire regimes (HNFR) to produce estimates of the range of
natural variation (NROV) of stand structure classes.  The definition of our historic natural fire regimes
(HNFR) appear to be very different from the current fire regimes. "Natural historic" forests, under the
HNFR definitions, would likely be very different from today's.  For example, many more of the forest
stands would be of of very young ages.

Recommendations are provided for improvements to the stand structure classification system, further
modeling, and fieldwork.  We question some of our current modeling assumptions, such as the use of our
stand structure element curves.  A review of the many assumptions and questions is advised, prior to
expending further modeling effort. 

Last words:
Models are useful even if they have not been thoroughly validated. They can be used for
exploratory work and studying the implications of variable assumptions .... Models may also serve
in setting priorities for empirical research by suggesting the parameters that are the most
important in determining the dynamics of forest landscapes. Modeling work in this ...[project]...
was not data-driven, but driven by a need to progress towards useful simulations of the complex
forest landscape dynamics. Lack of data regarding many key processes meant that ad-hoc model
assumptions and parameter estimates were needed. .... The model developed [is] usable ... but
continuous testing and refinement of the models in the context of new applications is needed. 
(Pennanen, 2004)
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	Introduction
	The overall goal of Tembec and Canfor-Radium’s Su
	Important structural elements for wildlife and biodiversity in forested landscapes have been identified, and include dead and dying trees (snags), down wood, shrubs, and deciduous trees (Bunnell et al. 1999).  A stand structure classification system 
	Structure classes provide detailed information about the structural state (i.e., how big are the trees, is the forest canopy open or closed, does the stand have a single canopy layer or multiple canopy layers?) of a stand at a certain age following a d
	Stand structure classes are an important predicto
	Definitions
	For clarity, we define the terms used in this project as below.
	a) inventory class - (or Inventory classification, Inventory database) this is any of the many classifications of attributes within the forest cover database.  Common examples are the age class and height class on the forest cover maps.  These classes
	The forest cover data is the primary source of attributes from which we derive, or proposed to derive, TSR analysis units, stand type, and stand structure classes.  Inventory classes are commonly used in communications by foresters and biologists in Brit
	b) analysis unit - this is a timber supply review (TSR) classification based on species, site class and silviculture system. It is the core of predicting stand diameter and volume in the TSR analysis process.
	c) stand type - this is a stand classification derived at a workshop by J. Prczecek and the Tembec and Canfor silviculture planners (Prczecek et al. 2003, Davis, 2003.) It is based on criteria that relate to variable retention within managed stands. C
	d\) stand structure class - this is a classifica
	e) structural element -  These are the more important features of stands for biodiversity, as proposed by Bunnell et al. (1999).  They are dead and dying trees (snags), down wood, shrubs, deciduous trees, and large live trees.
	f) structural element curve - a curve (or table) estimating a specific structural element based on stand age and either the analysis unit or the BEC variant. Snag and CWD curves are based on analysis units and stand age in the more detailed, east koot
	Structural element curves provide a link to the timber supply modeling, which can then be used to predict the supply of structural elements given different management scenarios.
	g) stand structure look up table - a table that links the analysis unit and age class, in the case of natural stands, or the stand type and age class in the case of managed stands, to the expected proportion of each of the 25 stand structure classes.
	h) species response curve -  curves (or tables) relating habitat to its value for specific species or groups of species.  These curves do not yet exist, and are being developed through the East Kootenay Species Accounting Project (Bunnell 2003).  Th
	Previous Achievements

	In the 2003/04 Stand Structure and Habitat Modelling project (Davis and Wilson, 2004), many achievements were realized:
	1. The initial stand structure classes for the Ea
	2. Look-up tables were developed to link the timber supply review (TSR 3) analysis units to structural elements, including snags, down wood, shrubs, and the deciduous component of coniferous stands (Wilson et al. 2004). The look-up tables for snags a
	3. Through the spatial analysis for the region \�
	4. Based on the modified stand structure classifi
	Not only was this project a successful proof of concept, it represented a significant improvements over previous habitat modelling attempts. First, the Crown Forest Land Base (CFLB) was modelled, not just the Timber Harvesting Land Base (THLB). Secon
	However, there were still several limitations :
	The stand structure classes themselves were not modelled.
	Amounts of snags and down wood were not accounted for in existing, managed stands.
	Deciduous leading/component stands and other areas netted out of the timber supply analysis were not modelled.
	The snag model assumed age-dependent disturbance, which likely overestimated the amount of snags in natural stands.
	The look-up tables for shrubs and deciduous trees were based on BEC data from the West Kootenay, and made a number of simplifying assumptions that might not apply to the East Kootenay,
	Look-up tables to map the more detailed analysis unit classes to the  more general structural classes were not developed.
	An estimate of the range of natural variability, which could serve as a baseline to assess trends in abundance of structural classes and elements, was not included.
	Thus, the overall goal of this project is to address some of these limitations, and to develop the relationships necessary to accurately predict stand structure classes and structural elements over the planning horizon for the Invermere TSA.
	Objectives

	The specific objectives of this project are to:
	Develop look-up tables that relate analysis unit and stand age to a stand's structural class (i.e., tree dbh, open or closed canopy, single or multiple canopy layers) for the complete spectrum of natural and managed stands.  All stands on the CFLB in t
	Link these tables to the 2003/04 spatial timber supply outputs and project the distribution and abundance of the stand structure classes over a whole planning horizon.
	Modify the stand structural elements curves for snags, and down wood, and then re-project the supply of these elements over a whole planning horizon.
	Develop and run a natural disturbance model to explore the range of natural variability in the abundance of each structural class, and structural element.
	Study Area

	The Invermere timber supply area is situated in the southeastern interior of the province and covers approximately 1.3 million hectares. The timber supply area boundaries coincide with those of the old Invermere Forest District, and joins the Alberta bor
	The topography is varied and includes two rugged mountain ranges, the Rocky Mountains and the Purcell Mountains.  These two mountain ranges are separated by a broad, flat valley known as the Rocky Mountain Trench through which the Kootenay River flows so
	The LFASS model
	Overall model design and structure

	We developed a landscape fire succession model called Landscape Fire And Stand Structure simulator (LFASS).  The major compartments of the LFASS model are a fire generator , which produces fires of variable size and locations, a fire regime component, 
	LFASS is a FOXPRO program that works with a dBASE-format database.  The LFASS stand data can be linked on a 1 record to 1 polygon basis to a map of the crown forest landbase (CFLB) of the Invermere TSA. Each record or polygon represents a more-or-less 
	LFASS stores, for each of its polygons, a set of stand attributes such as the analysis unit (Table 1) and stand type (Table 9), occupied and non-occupied portions of the stand's growing space, a regen delay, the number of cohorts in the stand and, wh
	Each stand may have several layers, or cohorts.  The LFASS database tracks, for each cohort within each stand, attributes such as cohort age, time-since-disturbance, cohort stocking, and mortality (due to fires or senescence).
	Table 1 TSR3 natural stand analysis units (Forsite, 2004)
	Analysis Unit Number / Description
	Minimum Harvest Age
	101  FdPy Py NDT4 Partial cut
	130
	102  FdPy Py NDT4 Partial cut - PFT
	150
	103  Fd Others - poor
	160
	104  Fd Others - mod
	105
	105  Fd Others - high
	90
	106  SB - Poor
	125
	107  SB - mod
	90
	108  SB - high
	75
	109  CH - all sites
	80
	110  Pl - poor - grnd based
	100
	111  Pl - mod - grnd based
	80
	112  Pl - high - grnd based
	70
	113  Pl - PFT - grnd based
	100
	114  Pl - poor - cable
	170
	115  Pl - mod - cable
	130
	116  Pl - high - cable
	110
	117  Lw - poor
	135
	118  Lw - mod
	115
	119  Lw - high
	100
	150  FMER=OR - Log to no volume
	120
	151  FMER=OF - Partial cut regime
	110
	152  FMER=OR (PFT-type 150) ume
	120
	153  FMER=OF (PFT-type 151) Partial cut
	110
	An LFASS model run is for any user-defined number of years.  The model uses one year time steps, and during a run the model's status from the end of one year is passed to the next year.  At the end of the run a number of data tables may be saved.  These
	A model run of 250 years, when implemented as a series of five, 50-year runs, takes almost 24 hours to complete, depending upon the size of the landbase and the number of reports requested during that run.  We tested model runs with different number of y
	The model simulates the spatial extent of fires by drawing fires either a) at random, or from desired size fire classes, out of a library of fires that is created before the LFASS model starts, or b) by selecting individual polygons at random.  Each "f
	Fire regimes

	The definitions of "fire regime" found in the literature vary considerably.  Brown's (1995) definition of fire regimes (as presented in Arno et al, 2000) best described the concepts we used to model fires.
	The [fire regime] classification is based on fire severity, namely what happens to the dominant vegetation-in this case, trees. If most of the overstory trees die in most fires, that area is said to be characterized by a 'stand-replacement fire regime.'
	LFASS models each fire regime as a "zone". Each polygon was assigned to one zone.  A landscape may be comprised of multiple zones, all modeled at the same time.  Each LFASS fire regime (zone) is characterized by a co-dependent set of parameters: 1) a 
	We used the Historic Natural Fire Regimes (HNFR) developed by Gray et al. (2003) as our zones.  B. Gray (2004) provided a GIS-type map of the zones for the Invermere TSA, as well as estimates of the parameter sets for his HNFR's (Table 2).
	Table 2 Historic Natural Fire Regimes - FRI and burn proportions (Gray, 2004)
	#
	Description
	FRI
	Proportion
	ProportionBurned/year
	Proportion severe
	Proportion
	Proportionmoderate
	Proportion
	Proportionlow
	FRI
	FRI(severe only)
	1
	0-35 yr frequency, low severity
	10
	0.10
	0.05
	0.10
	0.85
	0.005
	2
	0-35 yr frequency, mixed severity
	10
	0.10
	0.20
	0.20
	0.60
	0.02
	3
	0-35 yr frequency, stand replacement
	10
	0.10
	0.90
	0.05
	0.05
	0.09
	4
	35-100 yr frequency, mixed severity
	50
	0.02
	0.25
	0.50
	0.25
	0.005
	5
	35-100 yr frequency, stand replacement
	80
	0.0125
	0.90
	0.05
	0.05
	0.0113
	6
	100-200 yr frequency, mixed severity
	130
	0.007692
	0.25
	0.50
	0.25
	0.0019
	7
	200+ yr frequency, stand replacement
	200
	0.005
	0.90
	0.05
	0.05
	0.0045
	8
	Little or no fire
	(n/a)
	(n/a)
	(n/a)
	(n/a)
	(n/a)
	(n/a)
	9
	Non-forested
	(n/a)
	(n/a)
	(n/a)
	(n/a)
	(n/a)
	(n/a)
	Table 3 Area within HNFR zones.
	Zone
	ZoneHNFR
	NHLB
	NHLB(ha)
	THLB
	THLB(ha)
	Total
	Total(ha)
	NHLB
	NHLB(%)
	THLB
	THLB(%)
	1
	15,711
	40,365
	56,076
	28
	72
	2
	42,722
	93,631
	136,352
	31
	69
	3
	219
	139
	358
	61
	39
	4
	100,902
	67,315
	168,217
	60
	40
	5
	116,720
	31,037
	147,757
	79
	21
	6
	1,925
	712
	2,637
	73
	27
	7
	41,951
	1,271
	43,222
	97
	3
	Table notes:
	NHLB = non harvest land base  (forest that will not be logged)
	THLB = timber harvest land base (the working forest)
	Modeling of Stand dynamics
	Growing space


	LFASS tracks a stand's growing space as "stocking".  Each stand has 100 (%) units of potential growing space.  A stand may be comprised of one or more cohorts.  Each cohort occupies a portion of the stand's 100 units of growing space.  Unallocated grow
	
	Cohort regeneration


	If a threshold vacancy is surpassed the stand may regenerate another cohort.  New cohorts adopt the parent stand attributes, such as the species mix and site index.  A cohort's stocking is a maximum at the year in which it regenerates, and then decreases
	
	Cohort growth


	We did not model the height, volume, basal area, stem density or other cohort attributes since they were not directly related to our objective.  We predicted each cohort's mean diameter by using the TSR3 diameter over age curves (Forsite, 2004).
	
	Cohort mortality


	Cohort mortality is modeled as a decrease in the cohort's stocking level.  Mortality was of two types: a) natural senescence, and b) fire-induced.  The mortality rate due to senescence is a table interpolation function that starts at zero and increases
	Fire-induced mortality is modeled as a cohort age:mortality curve, with one curve for each fire severity class.  Mortality decreased as cohort age increased.  As a general statement, mortality is 90% for high severe burns, 50% for moderate severity burns
	Harvest Modeling

	Harvesting was not modeled in LFASS.  Rather, we assumed that the whole landbase was comprised of 'natural stands' and LFASS was used to predict what happens on the landbase under the HNFR.   Harvest modeling was performed last year in the HLPO Spatial A
	Table 4 Mortality function parameters.
	Analysis Unit
	Species Mix
	0.2_AGE
	5.0_AGE
	Max_AGE
	101 102 301
	FPy
	200
	300
	500
	103 104 105 302
	Fd Other
	200
	300
	500
	106 107 108 303
	SB
	200
	300
	500
	109 304
	CH
	200
	300
	500
	110 - 116 305 306
	Pl
	100
	200
	300
	117 118 119 307
	Lw
	200
	300
	500
	150 151 152 153
	OR OF conversion types
	200
	300
	500
	311 312 313 314
	At
	50
	80
	100
	321 322 323 324
	Cot
	100
	150
	200
	Notes:
	0.2_AGE = Age at which cohort mortality reaches 0.2% per year
	5.0_AGE = Age at which cohort mortality reaches 5.0% per year
	Max_AGE=Maximum age of cohort
	Reporting

	LFASS will, at user-defined points during a model run, produce reports or save the model status to data files for later analysis.
	Stand classification is a special case of "reporting".  The software examines the raw data and based on some logic assigns it to a class that is subsequently used in the output reports.  This classification is often hidden in the program code and isn't t
	
	Inventory Age Class


	The placement of stands into an appropriate age class is conceptually simple when one considers a single-layered stand with trees that are largely of one age (Table 5). LFASS' stands often had several cohorts within them. Usually, there were more older
	Table 5 Inventory Branch Age Classes
	Age Class
	Age Range
	1
	0-20
	2
	21-40
	3
	41-60
	4
	61-80
	5
	81-100
	6
	101-120
	7
	121-140
	8
	141-250
	9
	251+
	We examined the crown closure values in multi-layered stands in the forest cover database, and after some experimenting decided to assign an age (and age class) to each stand by picking the age of the cohort in the stand where 10% or greater stocking w
	
	Stand Structure Classes


	Przeczek et al (2003) developed a stand-level classification system with the objectives that it have broad application, be relatively simple and cost effective to apply, and incorporate important habitat elements.  The system is still under development
	Table 6 Structural stage classes (as per Prczecek et al, 2004)
	No
	Structural class
	01
	01 GRASS / FORB
	02
	02 SHRUB-OPEN
	03
	03 SHRUB-CLOSED
	04
	04 SAPLING-OPEN
	05
	05 SAPLING-MODERATE
	06
	06 SAPLING-CLOSED
	07
	07 SMALL-SINGLE OPEN
	08
	08 SMALL-SINGLE MOD
	09
	09 SMALL-SINGLE CLOS
	10
	10 MEDIUM-SINGL OPEN
	11
	11 MEDIUM-SINGLE MOD
	12
	12 MEDIUM-SINGL CLOS
	13
	13 LARGE SINGLE OPEN
	14
	14 LARGE-SINGLE MOD
	15
	15 LARGE-SINGLE CLOS
	16
	16 SMALL-MULTI  OPEN
	17
	17 SMALL-MULTI  MOD
	18
	18 SMALL-MULTI  CLOS
	19
	19 MEDIUM-MULTI OPEN
	20
	20 MEDIUM-MULTI  MOD
	21
	21 MEDIUM-MULTI CLOS
	22
	22 LARGE MULTI  OPEN
	23
	23 LARGE-MULTI  MOD
	24
	24 LARGE-MULTI  CLOS
	25
	25 GIANT MULTI
	Note: The size classes and cover classes are based, with a few exceptions, on the following tables.
	Table 7 Canopy closure and size class breaks
	Name
	Canopy
	Canopy closure (%)
	-
	Name
	DBH (cm)
	None
	< 1%
	Shrub/Seedling
	< 1.3 m in height
	Very Open
	1-9
	Sapling / Pole
	< 12.5
	Open
	10-30
	Small
	12.5 - 27.4
	Moderate
	31-50
	Medium
	27.5 - 52.4
	Closed
	51+
	Large
	52.5 - 72.5
	Giant
	72.5 +
	Table 8 Canopy layer classes.
	Name
	Layers
	Single
	1
	Multi-storied
	2 or more
	After a few discussions with the authors of the classification, we settled on the following method for assigning stand structure classes:
	1) assume stocking is equal to the classification system's "cover" (in the key)
	2) assign each cohort a diameter via the TSR3 analysis unit age diameter curves based on that cohort's age and analysis unit
	3) group all cohorts into layers based on their size class and tally all stocking into that layer
	4) assign the (root) stand structure class name by picking the oldest layer that meets the minimum cover requirement, which is usually 10% in the key.  For example, choose "large tree" over "small tree" if both layers have over 10% stocking.
	5) add "open", "moderate" or "closed" qualifiers according to the oldest layer's stocking.
	6) add "single" or "multi" qualifiers as appropriate.
	
	Stand Type Classes


	Stand types  (Table 9) were developed at a Variable Retention Workshop (Davis, 2003) These classes divide stands by criteria that are relate to the amount of short and long term retention of the overstory canopy layer after harvesting.
	
	Reporting on Current Trends in Stand Structure


	For natural stands, the LFASS output was translated into tables of stand type and age versus expected proportion of stand structure classes (Table 10).  We linked these tables to our timber supply modeling outputs to predict the stand structure classes
	Table 9 Variable Retention Stand Types
	(A)
	Stand Type
	(A)Stand TypeNumber
	Stand Type : Species
	Stand Type : Species mixes ; in / not in NDT 4
	(C)
	Short term
	(C)Short termretention (%)
	(D)
	Long term
	retention
	(D)Long termretention(%)
	(E)
	Tree class
	(E)Tree classretained
	102
	Pl-pure
	0
	0
	XX
	104
	Pl-pure
	0
	2.5
	SP
	106
	Pl-pure
	0
	2.5
	MT
	108
	Pl-pure
	0
	15
	MT
	110
	Pl-pure
	0
	2.5
	LT
	112
	Pl-pure
	0
	15
	LT
	114
	Pl-pure
	0
	2.5
	GT
	202
	Pl with F/L/Py
	0
	0
	XX
	204
	Pl with F/L/Py
	0
	4.5
	SP
	205
	Pl with F/L/Py
	40
	2.5
	MT
	208
	Pl with F/L/Py
	0
	4.5
	MT
	210
	Pl with F/L/Py
	0
	20
	MT
	212
	Pl with F/L/Py
	0
	4.5
	LT
	214
	Pl with F/L/Py
	0
	4.5
	LT
	216
	Pl with F/L/Py
	0
	2.5
	GT
	302
	Pl with S/B/C/H
	0
	0
	XX
	304
	Pl with S/B/C/H
	0
	4.5
	SP
	401
	For L with Pl
	40
	4.5
	ST
	403
	For L with Pl
	40
	4.5
	MT
	406
	For L with Pl
	0
	7
	MT
	408
	For L with Pl
	0
	7
	LT
	502
	F/L with any conifers,
	F/L with any conifers,not in NDT 4
	0
	0
	XX
	504
	F/L with any conifers,
	F/L with any conifers, not in NDT 4
	0
	2.5
	LT
	602
	Within NDT 4:
	Within NDT 4: F/L with other conifers
	0
	0
	XX
	604
	Within NDT 4:
	Within NDT 4: F/L with other conifers
	0
	7
	ST
	606
	Within NDT 4:
	Within NDT 4: F/L with other conifers
	0
	12
	ST
	608
	Within NDT 4:
	Within NDT 4: F/L with other conifers
	0
	7
	MT
	610
	Within NDT 4:
	Within NDT 4: F/L with other conifers
	0
	12
	MT
	702
	Conifers with decidous
	0
	3
	ST
	802
	S/B/C/H
	0
	0
	XX
	804
	S/B/C/H
	0
	2.5
	SP
	806
	S/B/C/H
	0
	2.5
	MT
	902
	Deciduous stands
	0
	0
	XX
	999
	Stands in the non-timber
	Stands in the non-timber harvesting land base
	(n/a)
	(n/a)
	(n/a)
	Notes:(A) = number assigned in the model (not at the workshop)
	(C) = initial retention, for an assumed period of 20 years until another stand entry
	(D) = retention of overstory over the whole rotation, until regeneration is harvested
	(E) XX=none; SP=sapling pole; ST=small tree; MT=medium tree; LT=large tree; GT=giant tree
	Table 10 Analysis unit age structural class table (portion only).
	Analysis
	AnalysisUnit
	Age
	AgeClass
	Stand
	Structure
	StandStructureClass 01
	Stand
	Structure
	StandStructureClass 02
	Stand
	Structure
	StandStructureClass 03
	Stand
	Structure
	StandStructureClass 04
	.....
	Stand
	Structure
	StandStructureClass 25
	101
	1
	0.435
	0.032
	0.5194
	0.0037
	101
	2
	0.0064
	0.1751
	0.5567
	0.0513
	101
	3
	0
	0
	0.0014
	0
	101
	4
	0
	0
	0
	0
	101
	5
	0
	0
	0
	0
	101
	6
	0
	0
	0
	0
	101
	7
	0
	0
	0
	0
	101
	8
	0
	0
	0
	0
	101
	9
	0
	0
	0
	0
	Managed stands presented a special problem.  We did not have LFASS model output since harvesting was not modeled in LFASS.  And, there was an associated problem of how best to assign polygons to stand types when a polygon, at the time it was chosen for h
	1) Scroll through the polygon list and, based on the proportion of stands expeced in that type series, randomly assign each polygon to a stand type with probability equal to the required proportion. For example, the "F/L within NDT 4" stand type is stan
	2) Next, manually edit the stand structure class tables to reflect the expected stand classes that are stated in the variable retention tables.  For example, if 20% of the canopy was to be retained in small trees for the short term, then immediately aft
	The result is that when a stand is harvested the reporting software will use the tables to assign the stand structure class. In effect, the software forces the appropriate retention rate and desired size class onto a harvested block if the table tells it
	Methods
	There are two sections of modeling in this project. The first is the NROV modeling  using LFASS.  The second section is the modeling of trends in stand structure classes and stand elements over the next 250 years under current management.  Some of the re
	Modeling the Natural Range of Variation

	This modeling was completed using the LFASS model.  The NROV attributes of interest were the proportions of the stand structure classes, and these estimates are contract deliverables.  When the project was initiated we were (and still are) interested i
	
	LFASS model algorithm


	The LFASS model uses the following procedure to simulate stochastic fire disturbances and stand succession across a multi-zone landscape with multiple runs and multiple years within a run:
	1. Initialize PROGRAM and assign memory variables, such as: number of runs in this series; number of years in one run; set flags to start run 1 from a new forest, or utilize a previous forest; set flag to start each run from year=0 or chain multiple runs
	2. For each RUN in a SERIES of runs
	3. For each ZONE in this RUN.  Read the polygon table and store total hectares for zones to be modeled.  Calculate amount of burn as the gross fire area for each ZONE area and Fire Return Interval (FRI), as Gross Fire Area in this RUN in this ZONE =  [
	See Table 11 for an example of burn areas assigned to multi-years and multi-zones.  Create a new burn table with cells for each ZONE and YEAR.  Fill in the table with a stochastic estimate of the area burned in that ZONE & YEAR.  Redo the table, and for
	4. For each YEAR in the RUN
	5. For each ZONE.
	6. For each POLYGON in this ZONE.  Allocate burns to polygons by either: a) randomly draw polygons to meet ZONE  hectares for that year; or b) randomly draw individual fires from fire size classes, according to the desired proportion of sizes.  For eac
	7. For all COHORTs in all the POLYGONs. Increment cohort age.  If this polygon is burned, assign fire mortality based on cohort's age. If not burned, assign mortality due to senescence.  Transfer all cohort mortality to stand vacancy table.  Example vaca
	8. If last ZONE go to step 9, else go to step 5.
	9. If reports are due this YEAR within a RUN, do the REPORTS.
	10. If last YEAR in the RUN, go to step 11, else return to step 4.
	11. If reports are due at the end of a RUN, do the REPORTS.
	12. If last RUN in a SERIES, go to step 13, else return to step 2.
	13. END
	Example burn table for two zones, 1000 hectares each; zone 1 with FRI= 10 years; zone 2 with FRI=20 years; number of years per run = 5.
	Expected area burned in
	zone 1 = [1/10] x [1000] x [5] = 500 hectares; or an average of 100 ha per year
	zone 2 = [1/20] x [1000] x [5] = 250 hectares; or an average of  50 ha per year
	Table 11 Example of a burn table.
	YEAR
	Zone 1
	Zone 1Initial Values
	Zone 1
	Zone 1Final Values
	Zone 2
	Zone 2Initial Values
	Zone 2
	Zone 2Final Values
	1
	110.0
	96.5
	50.0
	54.3
	2
	90.0
	78.9
	70.0
	76.1
	3
	200.0
	175.4
	20.0
	21.7
	4
	50.0
	43.9
	80.0
	87.0
	5
	120.0
	105.3
	10.0
	10.9
	Total Burn Area
	570.0
	500.0
	230.0
	250.0
	Target Burn Area
	500.0
	500.0
	250.0
	250.0
	Table notes:
	"initial" = the stochastically assigned area to be burned; based on the Fire Return Inverval
	"final" = prorated burn area to meet fire return interval.  These values are used in the simulation.
	We defined natural range of variation (NROV) as the mean, minimum and maximum values of an attribute (such as stand structure class X) as determined from a number of samples taken during a long modeling period.  We modeled a 800 year period and divid
	Modeling of trends assuming current management

	To model trends under current management we use curves, or look up tables (LUT) and linked those to the HLPO spatial analysis project output (Davis and Wilson, 2004).  Several databases, curves and tables are of interest.
	
	Forest cover inventory


	The first database is the forest cover inventory.  This data is valid only for the present day (Time=0, or year=2004).  Some older datasets exist (such as Time=-4 , Year=2000) but they are simply the same data with different years of projection.  The
	
	HLPO spatial analysis outputs


	We adopted the TSR 3 modeling definitions for of "current management" (aka the Base Case model run).  That included the TSR 3 analysis units (Table 1), volume-age-curves, and diameter-age-curves (example in Error! Reference source not found., column
	Predictions of the trend in stand attributes are made by linking curves or look up tables to this HLPO data.  For example, stand diameter, standing volume or volume harvested at any decade are derived by matching each polygon's analysis unit (AU) and i
	Table 12  Analysis Unit volume, diameter, snag and CWD curves.
	Analysis Unit
	Analysis Unit(1)
	Age
	Age(2)
	Volume
	Volume(3)
	dbh
	dbh(4)
	Snags
	Snags(5)
	Snags_2
	Snags_2(6)
	CWD
	CWD(7)
	CWD_2
	CWD_2(8)
	109
	0
	0
	0
	419.4
	209.7
	379.5
	189.8
	109
	10
	0
	0
	327.5
	181.9
	332.2
	184.6
	109
	20
	0
	0
	248.3
	151.7
	288.3
	176.2
	109
	30
	3
	12
	181.7
	121.1
	247.8
	165.2
	109
	40
	25
	16
	127.9
	92.4
	210.7
	152.2
	109
	50
	56
	22
	86.9
	67.6
	177.1
	137.7
	109
	60
	89
	24
	59.8
	49.8
	161.6
	134.7
	109
	70
	118
	26
	40.3
	35.8
	151.9
	135
	109
	80
	145
	27
	28.3
	26.7
	147.2
	139
	109
	90
	167
	29
	23.3
	23.3
	146.6
	146.6
	109
	100
	187
	31
	25.5
	25.5
	149.7
	149.7
	109
	110
	203
	32
	31
	31
	156
	156
	109
	120
	217
	34
	36.4
	36.4
	165.3
	165.3
	109
	130
	235
	36
	41.5
	41.5
	177.2
	177.2
	109
	140
	252
	37
	46.4
	46.4
	189.5
	189.5
	109
	150
	268
	39
	50.9
	50.9
	201.1
	201.1
	109
	160
	283
	40
	55
	55
	211.6
	211.6
	109
	170
	297
	42
	58.7
	58.7
	221
	221
	109
	180
	310
	43
	61.9
	61.9
	229.2
	229.2
	109
	190
	323
	44
	64.7
	64.7
	236.1
	236.1
	109
	200
	336
	46
	67
	67
	241.8
	241.8
	109
	210
	348
	47
	68.9
	68.9
	246.3
	246.3
	109
	220
	362
	48
	70.3
	70.3
	249.7
	249.7
	109
	230
	375
	49
	71.2
	71.2
	251.8
	251.8
	109
	240
	389
	50
	71.8
	71.8
	253
	253
	109
	250
	402
	51
	72
	72
	253.1
	253.1
	109
	260
	403
	51
	72
	72
	253
	253
	109
	270
	403
	51
	72
	72
	253
	253
	109
	280
	404
	52
	72
	72
	253
	253
	109
	290
	405
	52
	72
	72
	253
	253
	109
	300
	405
	52
	72
	72
	253
	253
	109
	310
	406
	52
	72
	72
	253
	253
	109
	320
	406
	52
	72
	72
	253
	253
	109
	330
	407
	52
	72
	72
	253
	253
	109
	340
	407
	52
	72
	72
	253
	253
	109
	350
	407
	52
	72
	72
	253
	253
	Table notes:
	Analysis Unit 109 = natural stands, Cedar and Hemlock leading, all sites combined.
	CWD = coarse woody debris (m^3/ha)
	CWD_2 = coarse woody debris (m^3/ha), modified for age-independent disturbances
	dbh = stand quadratic mean diameter at breast height (cm)
	Snags = stems per hectare of large snags (over 22 cm dbh)
	Snags_2 = stems per hectare of large snags, modified for age-independent disturbances
	Table 13 Typical output from the Base Case model run
	Polygon No.
	Analysis Unit
	T=0
	T=10
	T=20
	T=30
	T=40
	...
	T=250
	1
	102
	40
	50
	60
	70
	80
	...
	105
	2
	113
	12
	22
	32
	42
	52
	...
	85
	3
	113
	100
	110
	0
	10
	20
	...
	115
	4
	103
	150
	160
	170
	0
	10
	...
	125
	.....
	148,012
	117
	10
	20
	30
	40
	50
	...
	260
	Stand element curves
	Trends in stand elements are estimated by linking to stand element curves (tables).  Wilson (2004) developed stand element curves for the East and West Kootenays.  The E. Kootenay snag and CWD curves were derived for AU and age combinations, and henc
	We adopted Wilson's West Kootenay hardwood and shrub curves due to budget limitations.  These were used in both last year's and this year's modeling.  Those curves are more general than the east kootenay snag and CWD curves as they pertain to biogeoclima
	Stand structure curves
	Wilson's snag, CWD, hardwood and shrub curves were derived from empirical data.  A derivation of empirical stand structure tables was not within this project's budget.  Instead, when the project was first started we intended to hold a workshop (associat
	Early in the project we saw that the NROV modeling output would provide a set of raw data that could be used to derive the same stand structure table for natural stands.  This appeared to be an equivalent method to expert opinion, so the decision was mad
	We knew that the NROV output would not provide the raw data for the managed stand structure class tables since harvesting wasn't modelled in LFASS.  The managed stand tables were created by starting with the NROV-derived, natural stand tables and manuall
	Modifications to the Wilson snag and CWD curves
	We modified the stand structure curves to reflect new assumptions. Wilson (2004) had derived the snag and CWD curves using two key assumptions:
	a) a stand was relatively old when it was killed by a natural disturbance, and
	b) structural elements in the newly regenerated stand come from two sources: the original stand and, over time from the ingrowth of the regenerated stand.
	The result is a large number of snags predicted at young stand ages (Figure 1) because of the mature stand assumption.  To incorporate age-independent disturbances, where a mixture of young and old stands are killed by fires, and where young stands con
	Figure 1 Unmodified Wilson snag curve.
	Figure 2 Modified Wilson snag curve.
	
	Modifications to the Wilson managed stand curves


	Wilson, in deriving snag and CWD curves for managed stands, had assumed no retention of the overstory after harvesting.  The silviculture staff at the Variable Retention Workshop (Davis,, 2003) produced estimates of the retention, by stand type, within
	Wilson had assumed that no hardwoods were present in post-harvest stands as they would be removed by brush control.  In the licensee staff's opinion, pre-harvest hardwood percentages would not be reduced, and if anything the hardwood percentages increase
	
	Model design, parameterization and calibration


	Our workplan was based on the assumption that syntheses of past fire studies were readily available and these would provide sufficient useful data to guide the design of LFASS, and provide sufficient data to parameterize the model.  These impressions pro
	One suitable synthesis of fire data is provided by DWB Forestry Services (2003).  This synthesis, rather than a literature review, is an example of what is needed for developing a model of fire regimes.  While the concepts in this paper were useful, it
	Two common, structure-type modeling problems are 1) initial conditions are not known and 2) the initial conditions may not reflect the simulation assumptions. For example, forest stands should not occur in fire regimes with extremely short fire regime 
	The iterative process may not be simple, nor quick.  In our case, we should test the fire regime interval and the proportions of high, moderate and low severity burns.  Several combinations might result in acceptable solutions.  A high proportion of high
	Our decision to use the historic natural fire regime map (HNFR) and HNFR definitions (Gray, 2004) as opposed to modeling the Biodiversity Guide Book (BGB) fire regimes (or natural disturbance types) causes two problems: one with calibration, one 
	The second problem was the workload.   If we want to model both sets of fire regimes we should 1) first use the LFASS model to determine an estimate of the current fire regimes, then develop a set of analysis unit stand structure tables from that data, 
	As a work-around, the most suitable output data from the HNFR-defined NROV modeling for the stand structure class tables is the output from the transition period (Years=1 to 250), not the HNFR dynamic equilibrium period (Years=300 to 800).  The trans
	
	Final Project Modeling Steps


	Our modeling steps for the whole project, in brief summary are:
	1) Generate a library of fires, and list of polygons in every fire.
	2) Modify the snag and CWD structural element look up tables to reflect age-independent disturbances.
	3) Factor into the CWD and snag element curves the variable retention within managed stands.
	4) Modify the hardwood structural element look up tables to reflect the opinion of silviculture staff that there is no reduction in deciduous trees following harvesting.
	5) Load LFASS with the data and definitions associated with historic natural fire regimes.
	6) Run the LFASS model for 300 years to reach a state of "dynamic equilibrium".
	7) Run the model for a further 500 years.  Save, as output, the area of stand structure types at the end of each decade.
	8) Summarize the output of the 301-800 year period as tables of the mean area of each structure type, as well as the variation around that mean.  This defined our natural range of variation (NROV).
	9) Summarize the 1-250 year period output into tables of analysis unit and age versus proportion of each stand structure class.  These tables are for natural stands.
	10) Create the equivalent tables for managed stands by manually editting the natural stand tables.
	11) Link the natural and managed stand stand structure tables (10 and 11) back to the HLPO Spatial Project's Base Case model run output and report the trends in stand structure classes during current managment (defined as the Base Case model run) fo
	12) Link the structural element tables (snags, CWD, hardwoods) back to the Base Case model run output and report the trends in stand structure elements.
	13) For both 12 and 13, extract the data for the Tembec and the Canfor operating areas, and generate the requested reports and charts.
	Other fire succession models

	It is useful to compare LFASS to similar models to confirm that our modelling in in general agreement with other modelers.
	
	Landscape Fire Succession Models


	Keane et al. (2004) classified 44 landscape fire succession models (LFSMs).  All LSFMs had an explicit linkage between fire and succession.  The complexity of the models varies, but all
	"... produce time dependent, georeferenced results in the form of digital maps or GIS layers." ... [and have] "...four essential components ... that represent the primary processes governing the simulation of landscape succession and fire: (1) vegetati
	"Each LFSM component can be described by the approach, scale, and strategy .... The approach defines the general design of the model as probabilistic (based on stochastic processes), empirical (based on relationships described by data), or physical 
	"Frame models, also called state-and-transition models or pathway models, represent succession at the stand level by linking vegetation community types, sometimes named for cover types and structural stages, along pathways of development ultimately endin
	"The ecosystem process strategy represents successional development by simulating one or more ecosystem processes using a variety of approaches mostly at the stand scale. An ecosystem process can be as simple as deterministically incrementing stand age .
	Plant functional type strategies are used when differences in species or species group development over time is critical in simulating succession. Plant functional types are species guilds based on morphological, ecophysiological, taxonomic, or disturban
	"The most detailed succession components are those that simulate successional development from individual plant dynamics (individual plant). These models explicitly simulate the life cycle (regeneration, growth, reproduction, and mortality) of indivi
	Our LFASS model meets Keane et al's criteria for a landscape fire succession model. Keane et al. (2004) note that most modeling effort is focussed on fire spread and plant succession, and few models simulate the fire effects in detail.  LFASS is in the
	
	Frame models


	Frame models are a simple strategy for modeling complex or multi-layered stand structures.  A very simple, four frame model might be "Frame 1. grass shrub structure stand age 0 to 10", " Frame 2. simple stand structure age 11 to 100", " Frame 3. multi la
	
	TELSA model


	Several modeling projects within BC have used frame models.  Most used the commercially available TELSA (Tool for Exploratory Landscape Scenario Analyses) which is produced by ESSA Technologies Ltd., Vancouver  (Kurz et al.) Walt Klenner of the Minis
	The impression given by the literature is that stand classes (frames) are most often created using expert opinion rather than empirical data.  And, the simplicity of the frame modeling strategy is stated as a benefit by the proponents.  However, if the
	
	BGC model


	The geographically nearest project that used an ecosystem process model is the Columbia River Basin project.  The BGC model was used in that project (Keane, undated).   Important charateristics are:
	"The basic temporal resolution is one day (24 hours).  Simulations were limited to a duration of one year. [BGC] .. predicts the consequence of management actions at a 1 km pixel resolution.  Ecosystem processes were simulated at a 2 km pixel resolutio
	Keane et al. (undated.)
	The Columbia River Basin modeling focussed on general ecosystem productivity, as well as assessing ".... the risks for increased insect, disease or fire disturbances under various management strategies"  and "How do we quantify ecosystem "health" or inte
	
	Fire-BGC model


	FIRE-BGC is another model used by Keane et al. (1996).  Of note, they encountered the same problem with initial conditions as we did and they used a similar solution:
	The FIRE-BGC initialization process often creates incompatible conditions within the model. The large amount and specificity of input data needed to initialize model compartments preclude the use of field data to quantify all starting conditions. Regress
	
	Lignum Model


	The model developed by Cumming and Wong's (2002, 2003) uses many of the same concepts our model does.  They had some advantage over us since Lignum had previously completed field-based fire history and historical stand reconstruction studies.  Their mo
	"Many existing models ... are highly mechanistic and rely on extensive input data to parameterize complex submodels of forest floor dynamics, individual trees growth based on photosynthesis, weather trends and other processes. Data to parameterize such m
	Their model was limited to one 90,000 hectare landscape of pure Douglas-fir within one BEC unit.  They state they would re-parameterize the model if they wanted to model pine types.  Still, their model and modeling methods have many similarities to ours,
	
	LANDIS model


	Moving further afield, He and Mladenoff (1999) developed a model called LANDIS.  It's reassuring that He and Mladenoff (1999) agree with Keane et. al (undated) that modeling detailed fire behaviour is not appropriate for LSFMs.  Instead, fires can 
	... landscape models share several common features: longer temporal resolution or model time step (usually 1-10 yr) than mechanistic fire-spread models, ability to simulate large spatial extents with multiple fire events, and the use of stochastic algo
	The LANDIS model uses time-since fire, as we do, as a surrogate for assigning burn severity
	In LANDIS, a simple framework is designed to reflect the relationship between fuel quantity and years of accumulation on different land types. This relationship assumes that fuel accumulation is a function of the number of years of forest production sinc
	
	FIN-LANDIS model


	A series of modeling projects were worked on by Pennanan (2004)  These projects started with the LANDIS model and built on each other. They cumulatively added to the LANDIS model to ultimately develop the the capability to model within-stand, individua
	'FIN-LANDIS expands the LANDIS representation of stand structure (He et al. 1999) using two binary arrays for each site. The first array represents the presence/absence of each species in 10-year age classes. The other one determines whether each cohor
	"FIN-LANDIS was used to examine how landscape-level forest age-class distribution is formed under mixed-severity fire regimes. When most fires are not stand-replacing, the theoretical steady state age-class distribution is either bell-shaped or bimodal,
	"Processes simulated by FIN-LANDIS include 1) disturbance (fire) simulation, 2) tree seed dispersal calculation, 3) establishment of new cohorts, and 4) aging of cohorts, including thinning and removal of old cohorts. Simulation proceeds in 10-year
	"FIN-LANDIS was parameterized for middle boreal Fennoscandia, for the five most important forest trees, ..   Essentially, parameters include life history parameters for the tree species (Table 1, Study I), establishment parameters defining species perf
	The extent, to which FIN-LANDIS could reproduce the current forest composition, based on the historical fire regime, and the generic tree life history parameters, was tested.
	(Pennanen, 2004)
	FIN-LANDIS is the "state of the art" in terms of model capability, and a modeling methodology that is close to our objectives.   It is reassuring that many of the FIN-LANDIS modeling solutions are similar to ours.  All of the following have direct parall
	"Tree mortality is manifested as a decrease in cohort density. Cohort density may only decrease during its lifetime. When the density reaches zero, the cohort is removed. A deterministic decrease of density corresponds to tree death due to small scale di
	"Growth tables given as model input give the cohort densities as a function of age.  Because growth tables are for fully stocked cohorts, the density starts at 1.0, and ends at 0. During the simulation, the relative age-dependent decrease in the density
	"The model derives the quantitative cohort attrib
	"The number of tree cohorts tends to increase in a simulated stand during forest succession. When growing space is released in small amounts, cohorts with a very low density will be created. Cohorts also split when understory cohorts are partially releas
	To solve this problem we defined a minimum density, dmin for new tree cohorts. If a new tree cohort, according to the description above, would have density d < dmin, the cohort is actually created only with probability d/dmin, and the density of a new co
	Pennanan et al's (2004)  fire regime situation was similar to ours: a current regime that is significantly different from the historic fire regime.  Again, similar to the other projects, they initiated their model with arbitrary state then ran it under
	In conclusion, our model is similar to several other models in terms of modeling concepts and problem formulation.  We are satisfied that we have not gone wildly astray, and we appear to be in general agreement with the latest modeling in this field.  Wh
	Results
	The core project deliverables are summarized in Table 14.  The reference numbers match selected  charts or tables in this report to the digital data Excel file(s) associated with that chart.
	Only some of the potentially huge number of charts are presented. The data for the charts is provided as digital Excel files.  Some charts compare the trends and the range of natural variability NROV (min, max, mean).   The NROV estimates for all the s
	Of note, the data, tables and charts are provided with the intent they might become part of the Sustainable Forest Management Plan initiatives of Tembec or Canfor. The interpretation of the results by professional biologists will follow later at Tembec a
	Table 14 Reference numbers for project deliverables.
	Reference
	Referencenumber
	Description
	3.1.1
	Tembec Operating area - distribution and abundance of stand structure classes.
	3.1.2
	Canfor Operating area - distribution and abundance of stand structure classes
	3.2.1.1
	Tembec operating area - distribution and abundance of CWD
	3.2.1.2
	Tembec operating area - distribution and abundance of snags
	3.2.1.3
	Tembec operating area - distribution and abundance of hardwoods
	3.2.2.1
	Canfor operating area - distribution and abundance of CWD
	3.2.2.2
	Canfor operating area - distribution and abundance of snags
	3.2.2.3
	Canfor operating area - distribution and abundance of hardwoods
	3.3
	NROV estimates of stand structure classes
	
	3.1.1.1. Tembec operating area - Trends in CWD


	Figure 3 Tembec operating area  - trends in coarse woody debris under current management
	Key
	CWD Class
	Description
	Snag Class
	Description
	CWD Class 1
	0-50 m3/ha
	Snag Class 1
	0-5 snags/ha
	CWD Class 2
	50-100 m3/ha
	Snag Class 2
	6-20 snags/ha
	CWD Class 3
	100-150 m3/ha
	Snag Class 3
	21-50 snags/ha
	CWD Class 4
	151+ m3/ha
	Snag Class 4
	51-100 snags/ha
	Snag Class 5
	101+ snags/ha
	
	3.1.2.2. Tembec operating area - Trends in snags


	Figure 4 Tembec operating area - trends in snags under current management.
	
	3.2.1.3 Tembec operating area - Trends in hardwoods


	Figure 5 Tembec operating area - trends in hardwoods under current management.
	Key
	Hardwood class
	Description
	Hardwood class 1
	NONE in stand
	Hardwood class 2
	1-15 % of stand
	Hardwood class 3
	16-30 % of stand
	Hardwood class 4
	31+ % of stand
	
	3.2.2.1. Canfor Operating Arear - Trends in CWD


	Figure 6 Canfor Operating Area - trends in CWD under current management.
	Key
	CWD Class
	Description
	Snag Class
	Description
	CWD Class 1
	0-50 m3/ha
	Snag Class 1
	0-5 snags/ha
	CWD Class 2
	50-100 m3/ha
	Snag Class 2
	6-20 snags/ha
	CWD Class 3
	100-150 m3/ha
	Snag Class 3
	21-50 snags/ha
	CWD Class 4
	151+ m3/ha
	Snag Class 4
	51-100 snags/ha
	Snag Class 5
	101+ snags/ha
	
	3.2.2.2. Canfor Operating Areaa - Trends in snags


	Figure 7 Canfor Operating Arear - trends in snags under current management.
	
	3.2.2.3. Canfor Operating Area - Trends in hardwoods


	Figure 8 Canfor Operating Arear - trends in harvwoods under current management.
	Key
	Hardwood class
	Description
	Hardwood class 1
	NONE in stand
	Hardwood class 2
	1-15 % of stand
	Hardwood class 3
	16-30 % of stand
	Hardwood class 4
	31+ % of stand
	
	3.3.1. Tembec operating area - Estimated NROV of stand structure classes


	Table 15 Tembec operating area - HNFR-based NROV of structural classes
	Structure Class
	Min
	Mean
	Max
	%Low
	Mean
	%High
	01 GRASS / FORB
	40,233
	52,655
	65,798
	24
	52,655
	25
	02 SHRUB-OPEN
	698
	1,491
	2,510
	53
	1,491
	68
	03 SHRUB-CLOSED
	43,260
	52,630
	64,338
	18
	52,630
	22
	04 SAPLING-OPEN
	1,832
	3,195
	4,580
	43
	3,195
	43
	05 SAPLING-MODERATE
	15
	83
	170
	82
	83
	105
	06 SAPLING-CLOSED
	13,031
	16,406
	21,352
	21
	16,406
	30
	07 SMALL-SINGLE OPEN
	4,664
	5,639
	6,547
	17
	5,639
	16
	08 SMALL-SINGLE MOD
	1,729
	2,584
	3,705
	33
	2,584
	43
	09 SMALL-SINGLE CLOS
	31,875
	33,663
	36,826
	5
	33,663
	9
	10 MEDIUM-SINGL OPEN
	339
	499
	693
	32
	499
	39
	11 MEDIUM-SINGLE MOD
	306
	427
	581
	28
	427
	36
	12 MEDIUM-SINGL CLOS
	5,279
	5,572
	6,000
	5
	5,572
	8
	13 LARGE-SINGLE OPEN
	0
	0
	7
	100
	0
	3,789
	14 LARGE-SINGLE MOD
	0
	0
	7
	100
	0
	2,400
	15 LARGE-SINGLE CLOS
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	16 SMALL-MULTI  OPEN
	3,905
	4,734
	5,822
	18
	4,734
	23
	17 SMALL-MULTI  MOD
	583
	825
	1,136
	29
	825
	38
	18 SMALL-MULTI  CLOS
	3,498
	3,810
	4,152
	8
	3,810
	9
	19 MEDIUM-MULTI OPEN
	5,786
	6,259
	6,862
	8
	6,259
	10
	20 MEDIUM-MULTI  MOD
	2,586
	2,976
	3,325
	13
	2,976
	12
	21 MEDIUM-MULTI CLOS
	4,458
	4,916
	5,548
	9
	4,916
	13
	22 LARGE-MULTI  OPEN
	0
	16
	27
	100
	16
	66
	23 LARGE-MULTI  MOD
	0
	6
	28
	100
	6
	346
	24 LARGE-MULTI  CLOS
	0
	2
	9
	100
	2
	321
	25 GIANT - MULTI
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	Table notes
	Cell entries are hectares within the operating area under the Min, Mean, Max columns, and percentage deviation from the mean in the %Low and %High columns.  Number are rounded to the nearest integer so some trace areas are reported as 0 area, but may sti
	
	3.3.2. Canfor operating area - Estimated NROV of stand structure classes


	Table 16 Canform operating area - HNFR-based NROV for structural classes.
	Structure Class
	Min
	Mean
	Max
	%Low
	Mean
	%High
	01 GRASS / FORB
	35,285
	47,132
	61,841
	25
	47,132
	31
	02 SHRUB-OPEN
	573
	1,036
	2,032
	45
	1,036
	96
	03 SHRUB-CLOSED
	38,081
	49,127
	59,989
	22
	49,127
	22
	04 SAPLING-OPEN
	1,877
	3,119
	4,522
	40
	3,119
	45
	05 SAPLING-MODERATE
	24
	79
	153
	70
	79
	94
	06 SAPLING-CLOSED
	12,361
	16,207
	22,263
	24
	16,207
	37
	07 SMALL-SINGLE OPEN
	4,140
	4,900
	5,542
	16
	4,900
	13
	08 SMALL-SINGLE MOD
	1,482
	2,044
	2,966
	27
	2,044
	45
	09 SMALL-SINGLE CLOS
	29,078
	30,859
	33,847
	6
	30,859
	10
	10 MEDIUM-SINGL OPEN
	338
	483
	629
	30
	483
	30
	11 MEDIUM-SINGLE MOD
	380
	506
	677
	25
	506
	34
	12 MEDIUM-SINGL CLOS
	6,653
	7,044
	7,481
	6
	7,044
	6
	13 LARGE-SINGLE OPEN
	0
	1
	9
	100
	1
	1,150
	14 LARGE-SINGLE MOD
	0
	1
	5
	100
	1
	900
	15 LARGE-SINGLE CLOS
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	16 SMALL-MULTI  OPEN
	3,095
	3,813
	4,679
	19
	3,813
	23
	17 SMALL-MULTI  MOD
	335
	527
	835
	36
	527
	58
	18 SMALL-MULTI  CLOS
	2,154
	2,393
	2,713
	10
	2,393
	13
	19 MEDIUM-MULTI OPEN
	4,769
	5,396
	6,147
	12
	5,396
	14
	20 MEDIUM-MULTI  MOD
	2,216
	2,569
	2,865
	14
	2,569
	12
	21 MEDIUM-MULTI CLOS
	4,925
	5,343
	5,835
	8
	5,343
	9
	22 LARGE-MULTI  OPEN
	13
	38
	57
	66
	38
	48
	23 LARGE-MULTI  MOD
	0
	13
	39
	100
	13
	193
	24 LARGE-MULTI  CLOS
	0
	13
	21
	100
	13
	57
	25 GIANT - MULTI
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	Table notes
	Cell entries are hectares within the operating area under the Min, Mean, Max columns, and percentage deviation from the mean in the %Low and %High columns.  Number are rounded to the nearest integer so some trace areas are reported as 0 area, but may sti
	Discussion
	HNFR map

	The historic natural fire regime (HNFR) map is comprised of rather narrow bands of fire regimes, with much speckling and clustering within those bands, rather than smooth aggregated polygons. This made the application of fire size classes hard, if not 
	The model was modified to apply fires individually within each zone, and allow no overlap into adjacent zones.  In effect, all fires ended at the zone boundary.  The fire statistics were good, but the distribution of fires became concentrated into areas
	Our final solution was to draw individual polygons at random to meet the fire regime targets.  This makes the model a "statistical" (and still a spatial) analysis as the model is not applying a fire size profile.  It is probably impossible, given the p
	Regardless of whether fires or individual polygons are picked
	"..a stochastic fire simulation approach is not designed to predict individual events that may occur in the future at particular locations. Rather the modeling approach serves as an useful tool for examining long-term spatial dynamics and the consequence
	The pattern that we see in any simulation should not be taken as a prediction of the future.
	Historic Natural Fire Regimes
	Initializing the model


	Our modeling of partial disturbances and multi-cohorts is a much different problem than the commonly used practice of modeling disturbances as a binary choice: a stand is either killed outright by a fire and the stand age is reset to zero, or the stand i
	There are three significant modeling periods that bear discussion.  These were selected after considerable testing, and then the final modeling runs were made.
	a) Time=start (T=0)
	b) Time=years 0 to 300 (T=0...300)
	c) Time = years 301 onwards, (eg. T=301...800)
	First, consider our most "extreme" HNFR, #3 and do some modeling in your head.  HNFR # 3 is defined as FRI=10 years, stand replacement type fires=90% of all fires.  Visualize a starting point: a 100 Year old stand, 100% stocking.  After 10 years about 90
	The other HNFR's are less extreme.  They have combinations of higher FRI's and/or lower burn severities.  The HNFR's with lower burn severities are interesting, because they kill fewer trees.  Moderate severity burns kill 50% of the large, overstory stem
	The current age class distribution is quite different from that which arises under the historic natural fire regimes (Figure 9, Figure 10).  Those figures represent a snapshot at the end of the NROV modeling period, which is the steady state.  We expec
	We should use caution with the estimates of NROV.  As model improvements are made, the NROV estimates should be revisited.
	Figure 9 Age class distibution for all HNFRs combined in Tembec operating area.
	Figure 10 Proportion of age classes by zone within Tembec's operating area.
	T=0 is a special case.  First, the fire regime of today is quite different from the HNFR, hence T=0  defines the magnitude of the difference between the two central tendencies: "today, which is different from the HNFR-based equilibrium" and "the HNFR-bas
	The concept of "standing the trees back up" isn't really relevant because we are predicting more than just an age class.  We must predict the number of layers, and their size and stocking (crown closure). And, it's not much use spending a lot of effort
	The pragmatic solution was to seed the initial stand values with a simple approximation of stand classes, and then let the model run until it equilibrates. We assigned each stand to the "closed, single layer" structure class, with an age and size class b
	Figure 11 Stand structure classes over 800 years of modeling.
	Note: The first 6 intervals are 50 years each. Later intervals are decades.
	
	Comparing NROV to current trends in stand structure classes


	Projections were made for all the stand structure classes for the Base Case HLPO Spatial model run, as in the examples in Figure 12.  Trends for all the structure classes (01 to 25) are provided as digital Excel files.
	Figure 12 Stand structure classes during the HLPO Spatial Base Case scenario
	
	Early-type Stand Structure Trends vs NROV


	Tembec staff requested summaries of groups of stand structure classes called (for expediency) "early"- and "complex"-type stand structure classes. Early-stand structure classes were stand structure classes # 1 to #5, "complex" were stand structure clas
	The "early seral stand structure types" that are projected, over the next 250 years, within Tembec's operating area only, are in lower proportions than the mean of the NROV.  The trendline is totally outside the upper and lower bounds of the NROV during
	Figure 13 Tembec operating area - NROV versus early-type structure classes
	
	Complex-type Stand Structures - RONV vs Trends


	The "complex stand structure types" that are projected, over the next 250 years, within Tembec's operating area only, are in higher proportions than the mean of the NROV.  The trendline is largely outside the upper and lower bounds of the NROV, but does
	Note that NROV has a time and spatial component which impact the NROV numbers.  He and Mladenoff (1999) mention this in relation to validating their model:
	"Selected output from single-model runs can then be evaluated against assumptions, with model errors evaluated as percentage deviation from designed values. Results indicate that high variance can be expected when representing long fire-return intervals
	We checked the pattern of fires that resulted from applying fire according to a desired size class profile.  That validation indicated that the methods had failed (for both of two methods) so we switched to a random, polygon-based method.  We may be in
	Figure 14 Tembec operating area - NROV versus complex-type structure classes
	He and Mladenoff's (1999) statement that variation is related to the spatial area under consideration, as well as the time period appears to pertain to our NROV figures for the Canfor and Tembec operating areas (Table 15,Table 16).  As a general tren
	This points to a problem in some statements of variation, such as fire return intervals.  If the range of variation is related to both geographic area (geographic scale) and to the time period (time scale) then any statement of variation must be tied
	NROV-based Forest Management

	Modeling of the historic natural fire regimes, which appear to be very different from current fire regimes, leads to some interesting questions:
	"If the historic natural fire regimes are actually correct, and if the current conditions and trends are so different from NROV, then what does that mean for forest management?"
	and
	"What can be done, technically, to better model stand structures and stand structure elements if widely different fire regimes are encountered?"
	The HNFR-based trendlines are in agreement with the literature and much of the thinking about historic and present fire regimes.  In short, fire regimes for the last century have influenced stand structures in a biased manner.  Recent, longer FRI's are t
	Improved modeling methods

	The problem of fire-regime specific NROV (ie historic vs. current) has an equivalency in the stand structure element curves.  The structural element curves were based on the assumption that young, natural stands resulted from the disturbance (death) 
	We recognized that fire-independent disturbances kill young stands as well as old, and therefore one could not assumed that the previous stand always had large trees to contribute as large snags.  So we adjusted the snag curves in this year's modeling by
	A general solution is to re-evaluate the modeling assumptions every so often to identify and resolve such discrepancies in logic.  In the case of predicting snags for HNFR # 3 we could either
	a) derive fire-regime-specific structural element curves, or
	b) we could separate each structure curve into its two components: 1) snags from the previous stand, and 2) ingrowth snags from the new stand; then we would modify LFASS to track the "dead" cohorts as well as the live ones; and continually adjust the 
	For now, it appears that our present stand structure element curves should only be applied to the fire regime(s) that match the conditions they were developed for.
	Recommendations
	Changes to the stand classification system

	The stand structure classes are still considered "draft", so they should be finalized before expending much more effort in field work or modeling.  Considerations are:
	add descriptions of layers to the full description, e.g. "predominant layer is moderately closed canopy of small trees, plus an overstory layer of very open, large trees"
	revisit the crown closure idea as it doesn't work well for the smaller trees (seedlings to small trees).
	consider the objectives of the classification: taxonomic versus interpretive.  Taxonomic classifications are inventory-llike, as in "Fd50Pl50150_years_old/mean_diam_34cmdbh/height_25.7m."  Interpretive are objective-based, such as  "FdPl_20%peeler_60%saw
	consider wildlife or conservation objectives  For example: Should a descriptor like "minor-giant-trees" be added to a stand if these are important to wildlife, even though they don't meet the layer criteria.
	change the class breaks to pick up layers comprised of relatively small crown closure.
	add a descriptor for the deciduous component if it is important for wildlife.  This could be a flag to say "present/absent", or it might be a detailed description of the decid tree size class and crown closure class.
	clarify how dbh size class is determined.  Is it calculated on a stand-basis, or a cohort basis.  Are there minimum requirements to determine one vs two cohorts, as in the forest cover inventory system.
	consider a descriptor for each cohort, rather than just the main cohort.  Options: The average of a large tree layer and a small tree layer is a medium tree" descriptor for the stand?  or is the predominant layer, and hence gets a "small tree" descriptor
	determine which age diameter curves are appropriate.  We used the TSR 3 diameter age curves, which are based on the average, quadratic mean diameter of a stand.  We find no "giant" trees according to those curves, so structure class # 25 never appears in
	projections from one database to another require common data and methods in each. For example, to relate "age class" of our LFASS polgyons to the forest cover inventory polygons' age class requires that both use the same classification system.  Hence, ca
	Perform some field testing as part of proving out the classification..
	Horizontal structure is not modelled but it can be important to the stand dynamics, as per the Klenner (2004) and J.S. Thrower (2004) references.
	Historic Natural Fire Regimes

	These should be reviewed, as the fire regimes have very aggressive fire return intervals.
	If adopted, the HNFR map needs an official "fix". The basis of the HNFR map (and of our patches) was an older version of the BEC, and a digital elevation model (slope, aspect, elevation.)  We patched the holes in the map coverage, and fixed the seams
	If the HNFR algorithm were provided to modelers, rather than the map, they could regenerate the map.
	A cursory look at the literature indicated that aspect and slope were not related to burn severity, as we expected.  The HNFR maps appears to be partially based on aspect, and perhaps slope.  That logic requires confirmation.
	Modeling assumptions.

	Go through the project, section by section, and review the assumptions so as to resolve inconsistencies in logic.  Some examples are:
	Harvesting assumptions.  TSR 3 and HLPO Spatial Project timber harvesting assumptions conflict with the variable retention tables.  TSR3 modeling assumed that the proponderance of within-block harvesting was clearcut, a lesser amount of was true partial
	snag and CWD curves.  The snag and CWD curves were forced into analysis unit age tables.  Maybe that should be rethought and "current conditions" and "BEC-based" is a better idea.  In which case the modeling methodology may be different from what we are
	the partial harvesting snag and CWD curves should be reviewed.
	shrub and hardwood curves.  These are west kootenay curves and may not be appropriate for east kootenay conditions.  They were adopted for reasons of cost and expediency.  Maybe east kootenay curves should be derived.
	Modeling direction

	The Pennanen (2004) study indicates directions we should consider, if not follow.  Many of his results, such as age class distributions compared to fire regime parameters, should be considered for assesement in the Invermere TSA.  Other coursed of stud
	fire exclusion likely influenced the low severity fire regimes landscape the most (Arno et al. 2000;  Keeton et. al, 2003).  The Trench may be more impacted than the back ends of valleys; and the back ends of valleys may not be significantly impacted a
	both negative exponential age class distributions and bi-modal age class distributions were the result of stand-replacement and mixed-severity fire regimes, respectively (Pennanen, 2004).  This has interesting implications for biodiversity management.
	More specific recommendations for the Invermere modeling:
	Examine the variations in fire regime parameters vs. age class distributions, and move to calibrating the model for current fire regimes.
	Examine the characteristic of individual stand structure classes (e.g. stand structure class Z has a range of variation of X to Y cohorts, and secondary layer crown closures are in the range A to B)
	Examine the effect of geographic size of area, and time period, on NROV.
	Examine the transition of one structural class to others, eg. "Small tree single closed" divide into some "Medium tree single closed" and some "Medium tree multi closed" at age=XYZ.
	Future model improvement

	The model should be tested further.
	Developmental stages and the model processes and parameters should be examined.
	Incorporate growth impacts into estimates of stand volume (suppression of understory.)
	Increase the processing speed of the model.  Consider using a minimum cohort density closer to Pennanen's (2004).
	Improve estimates of CWD and snags by splitting the curves into "dead" and "ingrowth" components, by tracking the dead cohorts, and then link the snag and CWD curves to the dead cohorts, as well as the ingrowth cohorts, as appropriate.
	Gather empirical information and use it to parameterize the model.
	Alternately, effort could be spent on reviewing other models to see if adopting a different model is a more efficient use of limited resources.
	Field-work

	Stand reconstruction studies are recommended, rather than fire frequency studies.  A stand reconstruction study includes taking the species, ages, diameters and heights of the trees in the stand; and relating that to disturbance history.  There are some
	Field-based stand structure classification should be attempted to work out the bugs.
	Conclusions
	We successfully modeled a set of historic natural fire regimes (HNFR) to produce estimates of the range of natural variation (NROV) of stand structure classes.  The definition of our historic natural fire regimes (HNFR) appear to be very different 
	Recommendations are provided for improvements to the stand structure classification system, further modeling, and fieldwork.  We question some of our current modeling assumptions, such as the use of our stand structure element curves.  A review of the ma
	Last words:
	Models are useful even if they have not been thoroughly validated. They can be used for exploratory work and studying the implications of variable assumptions .... Models may also serve in setting priorities for empirical research by suggesting the param
	(Pennanen, 2004)
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